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We are a faith-based non-governmental organization for international 
cooperation. 

Our identity and work is characterized by three core values: compassion, 
justice and stewardship. We focus on securing sustainable livelihoods 
justice and dignity for all.

We take up the roles of co-implementer, strategic financer and advocate. 
We facilitate and invest in the collaboration between stakeholders in 
development cooperation: civil society organizations, businesses, 
governments and knowledge institutions. 

We believe change towards more well-being and prosperity depends on a 
favorable social and political environment and the entrepreneurial 
capacity of individual people.

PREAMBULE

This annual report gives account of the work of Foundation ICCO in 2015. 
Besides this report we have also publicized:
-  the consolidated Annual Report and Accounts 2015 of Coöperatie ICCO U.A. and 
- the ICCO Alliance Progress (2015) and Synthesis Report (2011 – 2015) to the Dutch 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
These reports contain more and detailed information about the achievements of our 
programs. They can be found on our website www.icco-cooperation.org MISSION
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Since the Second World War, the international community 
tries to close the gap between rich and poor in the world, or 
at least to make it smaller. We see this as a moral obligation, 
as an act of solidarity, but also as an investment in our 
global economy. Also Foundation ICCO works to achieve 
self-reliance of people, not only by eradicating poverty, but 
also by strengthening civil society in poor countries.

When we take the current refugee crisis into account, we 
see that our work is not yet finished. There’s definitely less 
poverty worldwide, but not for everyone and large differ-
ences remain, between and within countries. People flee 
from war, but also many leave their homes and families 
because they don’t see any perspective for themselves and 
their children.

The Sustainable Development Goals, accepted by the United 
Nations in 2015, are a good framework for governments, 
companies and NGOs to cooperate for structural solutions 
and support people living in despair. It goes without saying 
that we make progress, but we might fail if politics and 
money are only guided by short-term solutions to our 
domestic refugee problems and humanitarian aid. 

Foundation ICCO can provide a contribution here. In 2015 
we further focussed our programs and mobilized the entre-
preneurial capacities and democratic aspirations of people 
to secure their livelihoods and contribute to job  creation. 
We are convinced that in poor and emerging markets the 
possibilities to improve the well-being of people have not 
yet been exhausted.

2016 is our first post MFSII year. From our foundation in 
1964 Foundation ICCO has been a preferred civil society 
partner organization of the Dutch government. This special 
and fruitful partnership came finally to end in 2015 after 
earlier political decisions to radically restructure develop-
ment cooperation in the Netherlands. 

Dutch politics went over the top with their austerity meas-
ures. We were obliged to close down hundreds of programs 
and partnerships with local organizations, to merge regional 
offices in Africa and Latin America and to scale down our 

REPORT OF THE 
EXECUTIVE BOARD

organization. To be clear, we do not oppose reforms and 
budget cuts as such, we do oppose however the way the 
measures were taken: too fast, too radical and needless 
rough. 

But we do not dwell upon the past anymore. Our strategy 
has evolved into an approach characterized with multiple 
roles, more focus and innovative blending mechanisms. 
Further more we opted in 2015 for a more flexible organiza-
tional model and developed new value propositions to 
diversify and increase our fundraising. This has resulted in 
multi-annual agreements with e.g. USAID, and The 
MasterCard Foundation with whom we develop financial 
products and strengthen value chains for smallholder 
 farmers in four African countries.

In our reorganization paper ‘Future Proofing ICCO 2016-
2018’ we set thematic priorities, based on our multi-annual 
strategic plan: ‘Strategy 2020’. They are: economic empow-
erment of smallholder farmers and SMEs, food security and 
sustainable consumption and responsible business. We 
combine and align not-for-profit and for-profit activities in 
the countries we work. An favorable example how we blend 
grants with e.g. equity is the Agribusiness Booster. We act in 
this program as a co-entrepreneur with SMEs and producer 
organizations.

2015 was a historic year. We celebrated our 50th anniver-
sary, saw the end of the long-lasting MFSII partnership with 
the Dutch government and executed a makeover of the 
organization. It was not an easy year, but we hold our heads 
high again to carry on with our mission.

Utrecht,
September,	2016

Executive Board
M.	Verweij,	chairman
W.D.	Hart,	member
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PART I
STRATEGY AND 
ORGANIZATION

Regional 
Offices

Country 
Offices

275

393 
EMPLOYEES
of Foundation ICCO

spent

€ 59,3
million
on development 

programs

IN

39 
COUNTRIES

and supported 

700
LOCAL PARTNER 
ORGANIZATIONS

 RESULTS

87%	of	our	targets	in	the	MSFII	
businessplan	had	been	reached.	
A	majority	of	targets	was	even	exceeded.

Foundation ICCO is a     
climate-neutral organization 

with FairClimateFund B.V.

OUR CORE PRINCIPLES

Our	multi-annual	strategic	plan	2020	 
focusses	on:

SECURING SUSTAINABLE LIVELIHOODS
AND

JUSTICE AND DIGNITY FOR ALL

PROGRAM RESULTS
Fair Economic Development
We	improved	income	for	more	than	
600,000	smallholder	producers.

Food and Nutrition Security
354,000	households	have	improved	
their	food	security.

Conflict Trans formation and 
Democratization
In	thirteen	countries	local	organi-
zations	contributed	to	a	more	
democratic	society	and	accountable	
government.

Fair Climate
304,000	households	are	using	
renewable	energy	or	energy	efficient	
devices.

Humanitarian Aid
Our	winterization	program	after	the	
Nepal	earthquake	reached	5,000	
households	with	warm	clothing,	
blankets,	food	and	medicine	items.

Basic Health & HIV/Aids
In	eight	countries	policies	have	been	
changed	in	favor	of	vulnerable	people	
to	basic	health	services.

Basic Education
563,000	pupils	enrolled	in	project	
areas.

PARTNERSHIPS
In 2015 we were stakeholder in many public private partnerships, e.g. with Ahold, Heineken, 

Olvea, Rabobank, Intertaste, Intersnack, TNO, Achmea, SNC Lavalin, Vega Plus, COBOCE, 
Max Havelaar. Furthermore we worked in complementarity with Dutch embassies.

Main funders of Foundation ICCO in 2015:

HIGHLIGHTS 2015
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1.1 STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
The context in which Foundation ICCO carries out its develop-
ment work has changed significantly in recent years. For 
decades Dutch administrations have spent a large part of their 
budgets on a select group of civil society organizations which 
included Foundation ICCO. However, government introduced 
the instrument of contracting, thus causing stiff competition 
for a decreasing budget. Also more and more new players 
stepped into the arena: new (international) NGOs, startups 
and businesses building reputation with CSR and special foun-
dations. In this dynamic playing field Foundation ICCO is 
changing its role, position and license to operate.

Strategy 2020
We defined our vision of change in the multi-annual strate-
gic plan: ‘Strategy 2020: Towards a Just and Dignified World’ 
(2013). It reads: “Poor and marginalized women, men and 
youth in lower and middle income countries lead secure, 
sustainable, just and dignified lives.” Two principles of 
domain are central: securing sustainable livelihoods and 
justice and dignity for all. See Figure 1.1. The needs to be 
understood as interconnected areas of change. In all the work 
we do with our partners we seek to contribute to the respect 
and fulfilment of men and women’s human rights. Our gender 
and rights-based approach to development is important to 
address the root causes of poverty and exclusion. Five path-
ways have been identified to achieve our goals: 
• Food and nutrition security and sustainable food 

production systems.
• Income increase through small-scale agricultural 

production.
• Private sector is pro-poor sustainable, and respects 

human rights.
• Respect for human rights and societies with inclusive 

rules and regulations and civic justice.
• Conflict transformation and reduction of violence in 

communities.

The five pathways of ‘Strategy 2020’ encompass the six 
 existing programs of MFSII. In chapter 7 we report about 
the results of these interconnected pathways under MSFII.   

Future Proofing ICCO
In 2015 the new strategy paper ‘Future Proofing ICCO  
2016 – 2018’ was written. This document was drafted in 

particular strengths of each. The fruitful interaction 
between businesses, civil society organizations, research 
institutes and governments is sometimes called the ‘Dutch 
diamond approach’. In 2015, we continued and entered into 
partnerships with various stakeholders. 

Local and National Governments
In many countries we work local and national governments 
participate in partnerships. Coordination was often 
 triggered by concrete results achieved, especially at the local 
level, as well as the overall quality of our programs. We have 
also seen a growing number of memoranda’s at national 
level with various government institutions.

Dutch Government
Early 2015, we received the confirmation that Foundation 
ICCO, together with its co-applicants Kerk in Actie, 
coPrisma, Edukans, Wild Geese and CNV Internationaal 
were selected as a strategic partner on lobby and advocacy 
with the Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The main goal is 
to strengthen the lobbying and advocacy capacities of civil 
society organizations in the global south. In our program 
document ‘Convening and Convincing’, we present our 
theory of change and four pathways on lobby and advocacy 
that relate to our overall global Strategy 2020: 
• Political space for civil society organizations. 
• The right to adequate food. 
• Small-scale producer empowerment and inclusive 

markets. 
• Moving towards a sustainable private sector. 

‘Convening and Convincing’ will be implemented in twelve 
countries/regions: Indonesia, Cambodia, India, Bangladesh, 
Ethiopia, Kenya, Uganda, Bénin, Mali, Bolivia, Central-
America and Middle-East.  Interventions will be supported 
by lobbying in the Netherlands and internationally, to 
increase impact and to connect lobby-interventions at all 
levels. The consortium received a budget of EUR 7 million 
per year (2016-2020). 

Embassies of the Kingdom of the Netherlands
As part of programmatic cooperation, we developed in 2015 
twelve joint programs at country level in collaboration with 
Dutch embassies. In some countries Foundation ICCO’s part-
ners are well known to embassies who have also  established 
direct relations with some partners. 
Examples are:
• The Agri-Skills For You (AS4Y) program in Uganda 

(2013-2016) to skill youth for sustainable (self-) 
employment in the agriculture sector and agribusiness. 

01 STRATEGY

Figure	1.1:	Our	twin	core	principles		

response to the  disappointing outcome of the application 
for a strategic partnership with the Dutch government. We 
will not change our strategy, Strategy 2020 will remain our 
leading strategy. However we are more focused on building 
a sustainable and financeable profile and to secure a high 
level of quality in our programs. We believe that making 
demands on  measurement and evidence based interven-
tions can only be achieved with a more focussed portfolio. 
We position ourselves as of 2016 with themes and pathways 
that  originate from the MFSII program and ‘Strategy 2020’. 
They are:
• Economic empowerment.
• Food security and sustainable consumption.
• Responsible business.
• Humanitarian aid (in cooperation with Kerk in Actie).
Gender and the rights of marginalized groups are the 
 cross-cutting themes that we take into account in all our 
programs.

1.2 MULTISTAKEHOLDER PARTNERSHIPS 
Foundation ICCO has evolved into an organization that is 
more than a co-financer of local civil society organizations. 
We take up the role of strategic financer, co-implementer, 
broker and/or advocate. 

We have a strong believe in bringing together different 
stakeholders to work on shared goals, benefitting from the 

• The Food Security and Rural Entrepreneurship Fund in 
Ethiopia (2013-2016) to improve the food security of 
farming families and enhance income, investment and 
jobs for smallholder farmers. 

• The Microfinance, Agrifinance and Value Chain program 
in Burundi (2014-2018) works on agricultural micro-
finance and value creation for smallholder farmers 
through chain development (rice, potatoes, bananas and 
manioc) and value chain finance. 

• In West Africa three projects are funded: 1) Program de 
Renforcement des Chaines de Valeur Agricole pour la 
Securité Alimentaire (Good Practice, page 9), 2) Le 
Programme Gouvernance Locale Redevable, imple-
mented by Foundation ICCO, Oxfam Novib and SNV to 
contribute to the strengthening of social cohesion, peace 
and accountability of leadership following recent 
outbreaks of conflict and 3) ‘She Sells Shea’ (2015-2018) 
in Burkina Faso and Mali, focusing on the development 
of the shea, sesame, and moringa value-chains.

• The Manq'a project in Colombia (see also page 36).

Private Sector Cooperation
Private sector cooperation is an important component of 
our integrated approach to development cooperation. We 
differentiate between: private sector engagement to achieve 
development goals and private sector development with 
Foundation ICCO as a financial supporter. In 2015 an 
 internal survey revealed 23 partnerships of private sector 
engagement with a majority referring to CSR 3.0 (= shared 
value for communities and business). They focus on 

Improving Nutrition in Mali 
The	Jege	ni	Jaba	project	is	a	5-year	joint	venture	
between	Foundation	ICCO	and	the	Canadian	
company	SNC	Lavalin,	financed	by	the	Dutch	
embassy	in	Mali.	With	this	project,	that	started	in	
January	2015,	Foundation	ICCO	improves	the	
nutritional	quality	of	food	in	the	regions	of	Mopti,	
Segou	and	Bamako.	We	use	the	‘Making	Markets	
Work	for	the	Poor’	(M4P)	approach	in	order	to	
increase	the	income	of	12,500	Malian	farmers	and	
improve	the	efficiency	of	water	use	in	Malian	
agriculture.	 

 GOOD PRACTICE
Photo: Johannes Odé
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1.4 LOBBY AND ADVOCACY
In 2015 we worked as member of the ACT Alliance and its 
European branch ACT EU on the international debate on the 
changing development paradigm, the adoption of the 
Sustainability Development Goals and the climate summit in 
Paris. 

In the Netherlands, we concentrated our lobby through 
Partos, the Dutch branch organization for NGOs working on 
international development. The main topic in 2015 was to 
lobby for not further cutting the national budget of develop-
ment cooperation and of Dutch civil society organizations 
because of the costs for the receipt of refugees to the 
Netherlands. We mobilized public support of people 
expressing their concerns to politicians and organized a 
social media campaign with messages of our partner organi-
zations. Minister Ploumen decided not to cut in the planned 
development programs. Also she promised to spend 25% of 
the budget through civil society organizations.

Human Rights and Business Conference
For the 4th time the conference on ‘Human Rights and 
Business’ was organized, together with PwC, CNV Inter-
national, and VBDO. Theme of the conference was ‘Towards 
Social Impact: A Multistake holder Perspective on Human 
Rights Performance and Reporting.’

1.5 FUNDRAISING
A start was made with the formulation of a corporate fund-
raising  strategy, bringing together and supporting the fund-
raising strategies of the regional offices. The establishment 
of a new department at global office, combining fundraising 
with strategy, communication and monitoring enhances and 
strengthens our performance.  

We continued to develop new financial models in which we 
also aspire cooperation with services and products of our 
for-profit companies. In 2015 bootcamps were organized at 
regional level to formulate Foundation ICCO’s value proposi-
tions on three interconnected priority areas economic 
empowerment, food and nutrition security and responsible 
business. Our efforts and investments into diversification of 
donors started to yield resulting in finance agreements with 
e.g. The MasterCard Foundation. These changes and 
 agreements are stepping stones to make Foundation ICCO 
future proof in a rapidly changing institutional donor 
landscape.

 inclusive chain development, increased income for small-
holders and local business development. Our attention for 
private sector engagement is as of 2016 picked up by the 
pathway ‘Responsible Business’. Development cooperation 
with the private sector – local, national and international – 
has increased in PPPs, value chain  development programs 
and in our for-profit activities. 

International Networks 
Foundation ICCO is part of international networks of 
 faith-based organizations such as ACT Europe, ACT Alliance 
and the World Council of Churches. The ACT Alliance is a 
coalition of 146 churches and affiliated organizations work-
ing together in over hundred countries. These networks 
gain access to us in numerous United Nations bodies, effec-
tive advocacy channels and campaigns and joint fundraising, 
e.g. humanitarian relief. 

In 2015 the ACT Alliance decentralized its secretariat into 
six locations: Amman, Bangkok, Nairobi, New York, San 
Salvador and Geneva. Within the alliance, Foundation ICCO 
has contributed to improved coordination within country 
programs. The coalition held a successful campaign in the 
run to and during the climate summit in November in Paris. 
Initiated by Foundation ICCO eight European member 
organizations of the ACT Alliance joined hands to enhance 
fundraising and programmatic work in five pilot countries. 

Local Partner Organizations
For decades Foundation ICCO (co-)financed local civil 
 society organizations. However to realize our mission we 
are more and more an implementing organization ourselves, 
often in partnership with local organizations. Due to budget 
cuts and the new role we had to denounce many partner-
ships. As of 2012 partners of Foundation ICCO were 
informed that we would have to make hard choices after 
2015. In cases where we stopped funding, an exit strategy 
was put into action. Where feasible and desirable, partners 
and activities were placed under the umbrella of our future-
oriented multi-annual strategic plan ‘Strategy 2020’. And 
finally we developed new ways of funding programs by 
blending traditional grants with innovative social venturing 
and investment capital. 

Donors
Foundation ICCO is increasingly co-developing programs 
with donors and the traditional model of donor-grantee is 
slowly disappearing. Donors are important stakeholders in 
our programs. Their experience and knowledge contributes 
to the effectiveness of program implementation. We belief 

that by designing and co-implementing together with 
 international and local stakeholders, we can have a power-
ful impact on the lives of our beneficiaries. Together we 
closely monitor our programs during the project’s lifecycle, 
with the aim of making them effective and sustainable. 

In 2015, we have co-designed two large programs, which 
includes the Strategic Partnership on Lobby and Advocacy 
with the Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the 
Strengthening African Rural Smallholders (STARS) program 
that is co-developed with the MasterCard Foundation. Both 
programs will start in 2016.

1.3 BLENDING
Our strategy and programs are increasingly characterized 
by a blended approach. By blending Foundation ICCO means 
the application of different financing instruments, funding 
sources and business entities, and working with a variety of 
partners in order to address the multi-facet  challenges in 
achieving the twin core principles – securing sustainable 
livelihoods and justice and dignity for all – of our mission. 

The infographic on page 12 is an example of a blending 
approach in a PPP. Our objective is to link smallholder malt 
barely farmers in Ethiopia to the market so they can 
improve their livelihoods. We promote networking and 
collaboration; create synergy among the diverse actors and 
stakeholders and deliver products and services. This PPP 
with et al Heineken Beer Brewery took place between 2013 
and 2015. Foundation ICCO will continue with this value 
chain development program after 2015.
 

1.6 MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS
In 2015 we continued to build a coherent and identifiable 
public profile towards governments, businesses, institu-
tional and private donors in the Netherlands and abroad. 
Our profile is subject to change because Foundation ICCO is 
focussing on less topics. Not changing however is our 
 pay-off ‘Partner to enterprising people’, which remains an 
excellent expression of our position.  

In 2015 we held our first international campaign on the 
occasion of our 50 years jubilee: ‘Human Rights and 
Business: Let’s get used to it!’ Regional offices put a lot of 
energy in local campaigns: conferences took place, meetings 
at embassies were organized, advertisements placed and 
materials produced. An example was the big photo exhibi-
tion ‘The Possible Central America’ on a major public space 
in San Salvador, capital city of El Salvador. In the Nether-
lands adverts, radio commercials and a viral marketing 
campaign were produced. We organized in Museum 
Speelklok in Utrecht the sixth Verkuyl Lecture: ‘What makes 
the world go round?’ Ben Knapen, Secretary of State for 
Development Cooperation in the cabinet Rutte I (2010-2012) 
was keynote speaker. At the lecture the book ‘Journey for 

 GOOD PRACTICE

 GOOD PRACTICE

National Postcode Lottery
ICCO	has	been	a	beneficiary	of	the	Lottery	since	2008.	In	2015	
we	received	an	amount	of	EUR	1,350,000	as		institutional	
support	from	the	National	Postcode	Lottery,	derived	from	the	
Lottery’s	proceeds	from	2014.	In	addition	to	their	annual	
support,	the	Lottery	also	contributed	to	ICCO’s	project	Buen	
Apetito	Bolivia.	With	the	Lottery’s	support,	ICCO	was	able	to	
set	up	ten	cooking	schools	in	Bolivian	city	El	Alto.	In	these	
schools,	named	Manq’a,	local	youth	are	trained	to	become	
chefs	who	cook	specifically	with	locally	produced	ingredients.	
As	a	result,	the	young	chefs	have	better	job	perspectives,	while	
local	farmers	benefit	from	a	rising	demand	for	their	products	
and	increasing	income.	Even	urban	consumers	benefit	from	the	
availability	of	affordable	nutritious	food.

Photo: Foundation ICCO

Photo: Luis Fernandez

Responsible Business
In	May	2015	the	implementation	of	the	project	
‘Generating	Ventures	with	Values’	began.	This	
project	is	funded	by	the	Cooperativa	Boliviana	de	
Cemento	(COBOCE)	and	is	managed	by	Foundation	
ICCO.	The	areas	of	collaboration	include	the	design	
of	the	CSR	policy	of	COBOCE,	development	and	
implementation	of	projects	for	the	communities	and	
generation	of	enterprises,	employment	and	agricul-
tural	production.
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Justice’ was handed out, containing track record stories 
from Foundation ICCO projects and interviews with partner 
organizations. 

In autumn Foundation ICCO supported the introduction of 
the Impact Booster B.V. with adverts, radio commercials and 
social media. The Impact Booster is a boot camp for startups 
and small and medium entrepreneurs that want to enter 
emerging markets with innovative ideas to improve food 
security.  
 

1.7 MEASURING IMPACT
Foundation ICCO has a comprehensive planning, monitor-
ing, evaluation and learning (PMEL) system in which learn-
ing and accountability functions are combined.

Results MFSII
In the past five years (2011-2015) Foundation ICCO 
programs were mainly funded with the support from the 
Dutch government through the MFSII co-financing system. 
The share of these funds to our annual budget was on 
 average 80%. Figure 1.2 indicates the cumulative results of 
our programs.

Synthesis Evaluation MFSII
2015 was an important year for evaluations. A big study 
assessed the contribution of MFSII, and among them 
Foundation ICCO towards achieving the MDGs, strengthen-
ing international civil society and international lobby and 
advocacy. The set-up was according to scientific quality 
standards, and managed by the Netherlands Organization 
for Scientific Research (NWO/WOTRO), including external 
referents and independent advisory committees. 

The synthesis report came with the positive conclusion that 
overall the MFSII-funded programs are effective and judges 
that: “Clearly, Dutch NGOs and their southern partner 
organizations know what they are doing and, by and large, 
they are doing it well”. With this evaluation Foundation ICCO 
and a selection of 35 of their partner organizations got an 
in-depth insight in their work. What stands out is the impor-
tance of how partners can react on (changing) political 
contexts, e.g. the diminishing political space (Ethiopia), the 
length of the (financial) partnership and the (in)ability to 
become more (financially) independent. The evaluation was 
critical on the issue of efficiency, where data gaps and lack 
of benchmarks hindered clear analysis. Efficiency in the 
form of value for money is therefore a key element in 
Foundation ICCO’s future proof reporting system. n Reached    n Not reached

Food and Nutrition Security Fair Economic Development

Conflict Transformation and 
Democratization

Fair Climate

Basic Health & HIV/Aids Basic Education

Figure	1.2	Results	of	MFSII

Foundation	ICCO	monitored	in	the	MFSII	program	
(2011-2015)	164	indicators,	divided	over	six	
programs.	The	diagrams		present	the	percentage	of	
indicators	that	have	been	reached	or	not.	Please	
note	that	some	indicators	have	exceeded	their	
target	substantially.	In	chapter	6	the	exact	results	of	
a	selection	of	indicators	per	program	are	reported.
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Program Evaluations
In 2015 we harvested the results of the program evaluations 
of our six programs Fair Economic Development, Food and 
Nutrition Security, Fair Climate, Conflict Transformation and 
Democratization, Basic Health & Hiv/Aids and Basic 
Education, covering the years 2011-2015. The external 
 evaluators were guided by DAC criteria and asked to look 
back to help Foundation ICCO strategize for the future. In 
general the evaluations consisted of portfolio analysis and 
field visits. Highlights of the evaluations are presented in 
chapter 07. 

Learning 
The program evaluations delivered learnings that will be 
applied in our strategies in 2016. The main generic 
 learnings are:
• The programmatic approach, combined with a true 

multistakeholder approach, leads to more effectiveness 
in reaching program outcomes and a positive correla-
tion with sustainability. 

• Partner organizations do recognize, after initial 
 resistance, the importance and benefits of partnership 
development with a diverse stakeholder selection, the 
development of a joint theory of change for increased 
effectiveness and for joint fundraising opportunities.

• Lobby and advocacy focused at the lowest level of duty 
bearers resulted in the successful outcome of ‘non- 
adaptation of restrictive laws’ by parliaments.

The second main field of learning was related to the neces-
sity of assuring a sufficient level of funding for the post- 
MFSII era. Within all fundraising efforts of Foundation ICCO 
members (jointly or individually) a strong emphasis was 
given to the development of the theory of change for specific 
calls towards donors. Much effort and training was directed 
to have a good coherence between all stakeholders on all 
the elements, e.g. context analysis, gender and power 
 analysis, stakeholder analysis, problematics description, 
objectives, causal logic assumptions and external risks. 
Foundation ICCO is developing a new knowledge manage-
ment strategy building on the pro-active contributions that 
regional offices can bring to learning and knowledge 
 development in the future. 

Future Proof Reporting
In 2015 Foundation ICCO has invested in improving its IT 
environment and skills in various ways. A project team 
defined a future proof infrastructure with key information 
on projects, programs and value for money as well as a set 
of results and indicators. This will be stored in a new 

 web-based program that will be launched mid-2016. The 
program contains dashboard to better track progress of 
programs and projects. Information stored is compatible 
with the IATI standard, AKVO’s Really Simple Reporting and 
Foundation ICCO's international website.

The experience with using AKVO’s FLOW has been further 
scaled up in 2015. FLOW is a tool to conduct surveys by 
using smartphones or tablets in the field giving the opportu-
nity to also store photos and geo-information. FLOW has 
been used to collect data about the food security situation 
among households in various countries, to get an indication 
about dietary diversity, in emergency aid settings (e.g. after 
the earthquake in Nepal) and in various economic 
programs. 

Foundation ICCO is exploring the opportunities to enrich 
information and analyze the increasing amount of data by 
making better use of maps, e.g. through the use of CartoDB. 
Mapping increases our understanding of what is going on in 
our programs, helps us to detect new patterns and raising 
new questions.

02 ORGANIZATION
2.1  ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
In 2014 we reorganized our global office in Utrecht, in order 
to be prepared for the post-MFSII era. While reorganizing 
we received the good news that we were chosen as one of 
the strategic partners of the Dutch Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs, but at the same time the allotted amount of money 
was less than expected. It forced us to again adjust our 
organization to a size that fits the expected budget. In the 
reorganization document ‘Future Proofing ICCO 2016-2018’ 
we decided to merge the Strategy & Policy department, the 
PMEL unit, the Institutional Funding unit and the Marketing 
Communications unit in order to be prepared for our new 
financial reality where our visibility and fundraising efforts 
will be better linked to our strategy and policies. We had to 
make tough choices also in our supporting departments in 
the Shared Service Center. 

Regional Offices 
Our changing financial reality also had a large impact on 
our regional offices. We decided to merge the offices in Latin 
America and we closed our regional office in Southern 
Africa, while handing over a small number of remaining 
programs to our regional office in Central and Eastern 
Africa. After the closing of MFSII it will be necessary to 
further choose for a smaller number of countries. Staff in 
the region has also been severely hit by the financial 
 situation. Many staff had to leave and staff with other 
competences came in. While decentralizing more of our 
Finances to the regional offices, we needed stronger 
 financial management in the regional offices. And given the 
changing roles of Foundation ICCO we need strong program 
managers instead of program officers. 

In most countries where we work we have a NGO registra-
tion under the articles of association of Foundation ICCO. 
As exception, in some countries where registration under 
Foundation ICCO is not possible, we established a local legal 
entity, most of the time under control of Foundation ICCO 
and therefore consolidated in the annual accounts.

An organizational chart is included in Appendix I. In chapter 
7.8 you will find an overview of our companies in the world.

2.2. HUMAN RESOURCES
Due to the expected decrease in income in 2015 the organiza-
tion decided in 2014 to reorganize to have our organization 
lined up for the post-MFSII period. Because of the impact for 
staffing and individual employees, a social plan called ‘ICCO 
Restructuring 2014-2016‘was negotiated with the trade 
unions. In 2015 nine staff members of the global office lost 
their jobs because of the restructuring. The social plan was 
used to ensure adequate arrangements for the redundant 
employees. Some employees (4) succeeded in finding a new 
job before their contract had to be ended because of the 
 reorganization. Also in our regional offices many staff was 
made redundant, mostly because of MFSII ending. 

Although we expect Foundation ICCO to be sustainable 
in the near future, in July 2015 the board decided that a 
further downsizing of the organization was necessary to 
match the current income position. 

The reorganization plan ‘Future Proofing ICCO 2016-2018’ 
is not a new strategic plan, but a plan that explains how 
Foundation ICCO will sharpen her focus within the existing 
strategy, how to deal with the decrease of funds and the 
financial and the personnel  consequences in the regional 
offices and the global office. A social plan ‘Future Proofing 
ICCO 2016-2018’ was  negotiated with the trade unions. 

IN MEMORIUM

Cesare Tavella
On	September	28,	2015	we	were	shocked	that	our	
colleague	Cesare	Tavella	was	shot	dead,	in	Dhaka,	
Bangladesh.	Cesare	was	very	committed	to	help	the	
poor	rural	people	of	Bangladesh.	

Frederik de Rooij
On	the	28th	of	December	our	colleague	Frederik	
de	Rooij	passed	away.	Frederik	worked	for	
Foundation	ICCO	and	ICCO	Investments.	

Gert de Gans
Gert	de	Gans	was	the	founder	and	inspiration	
behind	the	Fair	Climate	program.	 
He	died	on	August	30.
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At the beginning of 2015 95 employees had a position at 
the global office in Utrecht and at the end of the year this 
number was down to 73.  

In the regional offices a growth of staff was realized. At the 
beginning of the year 256 employees were employed in the 
regions and at the end of the year this number mounted to 
289. A lot of employees in the regional offices lost their job 
in 2015, but at the end of the year a growth of staff was real-
ized mainly because of the project PROOFS in the Regional 
Office South & Central Asia.

2.3  QUALITY AND CONTROL 
In 2015 our ISO 9001:2008 certificate was renewed. This 
includes the Partos 9001:2008 standard. The certificate also 
relates to the regional offices. 

Foudnation ICCO has a ANBI statement for an indefinite 
period. This statement is important, inter alia, to confirm our 
non-profit status to donors and other  stakeholders. 
Furthermore Foundation ICCO meets the  guidelines of the 
Code Good Governance of Charities of the Commission 
Wijffels. Details can be found in the Accountability Statement 
(see 29). Since 2012 we held the CBF hallmark. This was 
renewed in 2015 and again valid for a period of 3 years. This 
hallmark will pass in 2016 in the new Accreditation Scheme.

External ISO audits were held in Kampala (Regional Office 
Central and Eastern Africa) and in the global office in 
Utrecht. The external ISO audit in West Africa was delayed 
and took place in January 2016. 

Internal audit subjects are selected via a multi-annual risk 
based audit plan, approved by the Executive Board and the 
Audit Committee of the Supervisory Board. In 2015, 22 
internal audits were implemented. Five of these audits were 
complete system audits of the regional offices in Central 
America, Central and Eastern Africa, Southern Africa, South 
East Asia and the country office in Ethiopia. During these 
audits all aspects of programs, operations and management 
were looked at. The other 17 internal audits focused on 
specific subjects such as: 
• Detailed file checks of MSFII projects and of projects 

funded by other donors. 
• Financial audits in support of Deloitte’s annual audit 

(e.g. guarantees, loans, participations, bank receipts, 
memo bookings, projects with large liability at end of 
year, projects with negative transactions, MFSII subsidy 
requirements). 

• ICCO’s Employee Performance Management cycle. 
• Quality Management System and 
• Procedure for follow-up of audit observations.

The effectiveness of follow-up of 204 recommendations of 
previous audits was verified. A detailed report on audit 
conclusions and lessons learnt was shared with Foundation 
ICCO’s management, Executive Board and Supervisory 
Board. 

Cooperation in the Shared Service Centre between 
Foundation ICCO and the service organization of the 
Protestant Church resulted in additional audit capacity in 
the area of financial audits, especially related to donor 
compliance. The cooperation started in 2014 and developed 
further in 2015.

2.4  RISK MANAGEMENT 
Foundation ICCO identifies corporate strategic risks, 
 resulting in an analysis with rated priorities. An internal 
audit program based on this risk analysis is approved by the 
Executive Board and the Audit Committee. It covers all 
processes: primary, support and governance processes. 
Every year this analysis takes place. In 2015 the strategic 
risk top 10 was updated to cover the main strategic risks for 
the period starting in 2016. 

In addition to the regular risk policy a special project called 
‘ICCO in Control’ was prepared to adjust to the new realities 
of the post-MFSII era. A SMART plan of action of ‘ICCO in 
Control’ will be put into practice from mid-2016 and 
touches five themes: culture & behavior, strategy, accounta-

bility & process control, control & risks structure and 
 internal audit. Many of the risks described below are being 
addressed in the ‘ICCO in Control’ project.  

Diminishing Dutch Government Funding
Government funding cuts intervened already since 2010 
deeply in our organization. Although we still have several 
partnerships with the Dutch government, the substantial 
multi-annual co-financing framework MFSII has come to an 
end. 

Mitigation: Since 2010 we have been adopting and diversify-
ing our fundraising strategies. In 2015 we adopted the new 
reorganization plan ‘Future Proofing ICCO 2016-2018’. The 
plan, based on our plan ‘Strategy 2020: Towards a Just and 
Dignified World’, takes measures to adapt the thematic 
focus, organizational structure and governance to a new 
financial scenario. E.g. we had to make staff redundant and 
have merged two regional offices.
 
Fundraising Challenges
Foundation ICCO is facing a challenging funding situation. 
The risks we have to manage are not only a decrease of 
funds, but also a growing competition for funds.

Mitigation: Since 2010 we have invested in the global office 
and in the regional offices in more fundraising capacity and 
established ICCO USA. Our business model has three compo-
nents: program financing, co-implementing programs and 
paid services. For the program financing we prefer to invest 
in relationships with few big donors that match with our 
structure and themes.
 
Downsizing versus Continuity 
In relatively short time Foundation ICCO has become a 
medium-sized NGO. With a lower operational budget and 
staff not yet accustomed to the new realities there is a risk 
the required transition takes too much time or freezes. 

Mitigation: The reconstructing plan ‘Future Proofing ICCO’ is 
aware of this danger and firm measures with concrete targets 
are being implemented, also as part of ‘ICCO in Control’. We 
have created shorter management lines and more collabora-
tion through establishing a new department for global 
 strategy, fundraising, monitoring and communication. 

Strategy in a Growing Competition 
The number of players in the development landscape has 
grown rapidly. One-issue organizations, (social) enterprises, 
foundations, together with experienced organizations like 

Foundation ICCO are partners but also competitors in creat-
ing multistakeholder programs.

Mitigation: In 2015 Foundation ICCO has taken further 
 decisions to reposition itself in order to create sustainability 
to the future. Besides the choice to focus on three themes, it 
has been proven that the alignment between our non-profit 
and not-for-profit institutions and strategies interests 
donors. 

Increased Control versus Operational Costs
With a growing number of high-demanding donors and 
greater transparency, control and compliance requirements 
there is a risk of high operational costs. 

Mitigation: We monitor carefully our processes and search 
for ‘lean and mean ’solutions’. ‘ICCO in Control’ lessens 
administrative burdens and at the same time enhances our 
transparency. With the same goals we decided to introduce 
in 2016 a successor of MSD, our program data system. 
Finally, we created a flexible organization that is capable of 
up- and downscaling. 

From Donor to Entrepreneur
Foundation ICCO was for 50 years mainly a donor organiza-
tion of civil society organizations in developing countries. 
This role has become less important. We take up new roles 
requiring other competencies and mindset of the staff. Staff 
has to make a transition towards a more entrepreneurial 
and result-driven attitude. This transition will not be easy 
for everyone.

Mitigation: We have adjusted job descriptions and 
 personnel competencies. This has e.g. in the regions 
resulted in the recruitment of program managers instead of 
project officers. Managers have the responsibility to not 
only manage a program but also broker partnerships and 
attract funds. 

Rules and Regulations 
We have a hybrid organizational set-up with secondary 
institutions and registrations of foundations and not for 
profit companies in various countries. This structure carries 
the risks of not fully complying with national laws or lagging 
behind new developments. Furthermore the public space 
for civil society is being curtailed in a growing number of 
countries making it more difficult to register. 

Mitigation: Foundation ICCO has acquired the necessary 
knowledge and experience and invested in relationships for 

Table	2.1:	Employees	per	31-12-2015

NR. OF EMPLOYEES FTE

GLOBAL OFFICE

Employees	per	31-12-2014 95 86,5

New	employees	in	2015 9 8

Out	of	service	in	2015 31 28,6

Employees	per	31-12-2015 73 66.0

Average	2015 84 76,2
N.B. Data are excluding volunteers, 0-hour contractants, interns, F&S Holding, and Dutch expats.

REGIONAL OFFICES
Employees	per	31-12-2014 256 256

New	employees	in	2015 85 85

Out	of	service	in	2015 52 52

Employees	per	31-12-2015 289 289

Average	2015 272,5 272,5

N.B. Regional Managers and Dutch expats are included in the number of employees per the end of the year.
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every jurisdiction. We pay also attention to this risk in the 
project ‘ICCO in Control’.

2.5  CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
In 2015, our CSR policy continued to be implemented as 
part of our overall corporate policy. Terms of reference were 
drafted to bring the policy in 2016 to a next level. In this 
report we highlight our CSR achievements in 2015.

Organizational Governance and Standards
We adhere to the Code Wijffels (including separation of 
governance and supervisory functions, audit committee), 
the CBF requirements (page 51), and the ISO 9001 standard. 
In addition to the ISO 9001:2008 certificate, in 2014 
Foundation ICCO was also certified against the Partos 
9001:2008 standard.

Partnership Policy
The partnership policy forms the framework of our codes of 
conduct, contractual conditions and complaints procedures. 
In the case of evaluations, investigations or audits, partners 
have always the right to react. 

Financial Policy
Sound financial management is not only necessary in order to 
comply with Foundation ICCO requirements and good stew-
ardship of our resources. It also ensures financial accounta-
bility and transparency towards back-donors, and ensures 
sustainability and viability in the long run. In 2014, we 
continued to work with our partners to ensure  adherence to 
sound financial management throughout the program cycle.

Treasury
Our treasury policy seeks to ensure that our investment 
portfolio meets a set of sustainability criteria that measures 
the level of effort invested in achieving results. Our Global 
Office is to have 25% shares (minimum of 15% and maxi-
mum of 35%) and 75% euro denominated bonds (minimum 
of 65% and maximum of 85%).

The investment portfolio with the ING Bank is termed the 
sustainable portfolio, based on a ranking of companies or 
funds invested when compared to other companies in the 
same sector along more than hundred non-financial indica-
tors (NFI) on social and environmental responsibility. At the 
end of 2015, based on this NFI-score the bank rates 98% of 
the companies in Foundation ICCO’s portfolio as a strong 
leader or leader on social and environmental responsibility 
in the sector. 

Climate Neutrality
Our CO2 emissions decreased with 14% compared to 2014. 
The carbon emissions are in total 1,805 tonnes of CO2 equiv-
alents. This volume has been offset with carbon credits 
worth EUR 18,953 from the Bagepalli Coolie Sangha biogas 
project in India. To reduce the same amount of CO2, in total 
650 families have cooked on biogas for a year. And thereby 
not just cook on renewable energy but also improve their 
living conditions.

Throughout 2015 all regional offices and the global office 
have collected data on business travel, office use and 
commuting. FairClimateFund B.V. has merged this data and 
calculated the carbon emissions of these activities. The sum 
of all emissions, 1,805 tonnes of CO2e, is equivalent to driv-
ing 8.2 million kilometres by car. The majority of emissions, 
73%, are caused by national and international flights. The 
second largest source of emissions is commuting to and 
from the office by car at 12%. 

Sustainable Office Management
Foundation ICCO rents offices from the Services 
Organization of the Protestant Church in the Netherlands. 
The joint policy aims to reduce the CO2 emissions as much 
as possible. Parts of the policy are:
•  Suppliers are expected to adhere to ethical, 

 environmental and labor standards.
•  Use of FSC paper only. We are always looking for paper 

stocks which contain a high percentage of recycled 
paper.

•  The building is managed with green electricity, compen-
sating the CO2 emissions and gas consumption through 
reforestation projects, climate control system, double 
glazing, lights with sensors, insulation of hot water 
pipes.

•  Mobility is the biggest cause of CO2 emissions. 
Foundation ICCO has a telework arrangement and 
promotes the use of bicycles. There is also a remunera-
tion travel policy on public transport. Flying is critically 
assessed.

•  New Measures in 2015: a solar collector to run the 
kitchen dishwasher, more economic use of the outdoor 
lightning, two E-poles for charging electric cars and 
 efficient regulation of the air-co in the server room.

Energy consumption is closely monitored and has decreased 
for the third consecutive year.

2.6 SAFETY AND SECURITY
In 2015 the Security Desk continued with the transfer of 
security responsibilities to the regional offices and move to 
a service and advice desk for global office and the decentral-
ised organization. Also cooperation with the ACT Alliance 
and other (Dutch) development and relief organizations 
increased.

Trainings
Various security trainings were provided. 74 people partici-
pated in a program for a one-day safety & security training 
for new staff and refresher training for ‘old’ staff. The 
 regular three to four days safety & security trainings were 
implemented in cooperation with the Centre for Safety and 
Development for regional offices in Burundi, Rwanda, Mali 
and Uganda. 63 national and international staff participated. 
Eight Foundation ICCO staff members received three days 
security training by Christian Aid in different countries. In 
South Sudan and Mali the standard three days ACT Alliance 
safety & security trainings were provided to staff from 
several ACT members including Foundation ICCO staff and 
partners.

Cesare Tavella 
On 28 September the Program Manager of the ICCO/
PROOFS project was killed at random in Dhaka, Bangladesh. 
This is considered as one of the most tragic incidents in 
Foundation ICCO's history. Crisis management of this inci-
dent was a huge burden for management and staff at global 
office, regional office and county office level for months.

Other Incidents
Seventeen security incidents, including health cases during 
traveling and upon return to the Netherlands, were formally 
reported to the Security Desk. During training missions and 
visits abroad by staff abroad many more (minor) incidents 
were mentioned. The most serious incidents were the 
 killings of Cesare Tavella and Cyprien (Director of partner 
organization Réseau des Institutions de Microfinance in 
Burundi), evacuations of staff from Burundi (political 
tension), Nepal (after the earthquake) and Burkina Faso and 
a few cases of theft, armed assault, robbery.

Operational program management is challenged increas-
ingly by security incidents and threats in complex situations 
like Bangladesh (fundamental Islamists), Burundi (political/
military), South Sudan (political), Mali (jihadist), and DR 
Congo (multiple opposition groups) and by a shrinking 
(humanitarian) space for NGOs in several countries. 

2.7  WORKS COUNCIL
Throughout the year the International Works Council, 
consisting of employee representatives from all regions and 
global office, and the works council of global office 
discussed Foundation ICCO's major policy decisions with 
the Executive Board on a regular basis. In the regions, duly 
constituted regional staff representatives, were involved 
with the  decisions of the regional managers. The existing 
structure for channeling the voice of employees had its 
second full year.

The vast majority of the work of all representative bodies 
was about the ‘Future Proofing ICCO’ plans that encom-
passed step-by-step global and regional restructurings. All 
regions and global office were affected by the program 
downsizing precipitated by the budget cuts. The Works 
Councils and the regional staff representatives cooperation 
made an effort to assure a flow of input from and advocacy 
for employees all over the world. This included putting 
forward opinions about all aspects of the plans for the 
future of Foundation ICCO, but also discussions about fair 
settlements for ending employment relationships. There 
were meetings with all staff, talks with the Supervisory 
Board, and of course a number of meetings with the 
Executive Board. The meetings were conducted in a cooper-
ative spirit, with space for tough debates, all in an effort to 
bring about stability and sustainability to the organization.
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In anticipation of the Dutch government’s plans to funda-
mentally restructure its partnerships with NGOs after 2015, 
the entire MFSII period (2011-2015) was essentially a 
 transition phase during which we put into place a number 
of concrete steps towards the future.
 
Organization
Foundation ICCO’s reorganization plan ‘Future Proofing 
ICCO 2016-2018’ and our multi-annual strategy paper 
‘Strategy 2020: Towards a Just and Dignified World’ chart 
our future path. One of far-reaching changes in 2015 at the 
global office in Utrecht is the merging of the strategy and 
policy, fundraising, marketing communications and moni-
toring units into one department. This new setting creates 
new and more dynamic strategic opportunities to realize 
our organizational goals. 

The decentralized regional infrastructure and our presence 
at country level are important assets of the organization. 
From 2016 onwards, we will continue to strengthen this 
infrastructure by leaving it as intact as possible, while 
expanding functions like financial management and fund-
raising. This shift will help relieve pressure on operational 
costs at the global office. As regional offices prepare and 
implement program proposals, the global office will ensure 
that sufficient check and balances are in place, while also 
safeguarding corporate coherence. 

Foundation ICCO will also continue to transform itself from 
a funding organization towards a fundraising organization. 
We have introduced competencies such as external aware-
ness, results-driven and enterprising in our internal 
appraisal cycle to have the skills to manage new business 
models, PPPs and financial resources from diverse back 
donors. We link our decentralized structure to different 
partners, including members of the cooperative and our 
ACT Alliance partners, especially in Europe. At the same 
time we will increasingly work as a service provider, 
responding to the needs of our partners on the ground to 
make use of our infrastructure and knowledge.  

Program development
In the post-MFSII era our work will change substantially; 
both in how we work and on what we work. The new strate-
gic directions described in ‘Strategy 2020’ go hand in hand 

03 FUTURE PLANS

with the changing role and positioning of our organization. 
One key change is that our main roles will be co-implement-
ing, brokering and lobbying, next to a small part of program 
financing. We see power in joint action with a variety of civil 
society organizations and starting partnerships with new 
and non-traditional organizations. Working in multistake-
holder coalitions strongly enhances the effectivity and 
 efficiency of our work. NGOs become increasingly our 
 partners in multistakeholder programs in which Foundation 
ICCO acts as a stakeholder too, or takes up the task of 
manager and/or implementer of the program. 

Post-2015 we building on three, interconnected key themes: 
economic empowerment of smallholder farmers and 
producer organizations, food and nutrition security and 
responsible business; with gender as a cross-cutting issue. 
Moreover, through the new strategic partnership with the 
Dutch government, ‘Convening and Convincing’ (2016 – 
2020), we will deepen our lobby and advocacy work aimed 
at improving the broader political, social and economic 
environment in order to make good progress in the output 
of our thematic programs. Besides thematic focus we expect 
also realizing in the course of 2016 more geographical 
focus. 

Finances 2016 and beyond
The Foundation ICCO budget for 2016 (see table 4.1) is 
based on the principles and projections in the reorganiza-
tion plan ‘Future Proofing ICCO’, as well as our multi-annual 
strategy paper, ‘Strategy 2020’. In previous years our budget 
consisted for a large part of MFS grants. The phasing out of 
this program has resulted not only to a lower budget, but 
also in the diversification of our funding sources. While the 
Dutch government remains a major donor, the share of 
other sources has increased. As elaborated elsewhere in this 
report Foundation ICCO is developing and exploring new 
roles and innovative ways of financing. In addition to organ-
izing and expanding the funding base for the future, we will 
be operating on a smaller scale. We believe that our value 
propositions have a good chance of attracting new funding. 
We therefore anticipate that 2016 and 2017 will be crucial 
years in consolidating our strategic and financial basis for 
the future. 

Table	3.1:	Budget	2016	and	2015	(in	€)

INCOME 2016 2015

Income	from	fundraising	activities 0 500,000

Income	from	campaigns 21,028,206 8,642,000

Government	grants 15,493,992 89,261,285

Income		from	investments 240,000 150,000

Other	income 3,500,000 1,000,000

TOTAL INCOME 40,262,198 99,553,285

EXPENSES 2016 2015

Spent	on	objectives 37,625,085 95,529,620

Fundraising	costs 826,925 2,206,556

Management	and	administration 2,894,237 1,817,109

TOTAL EXPENSES 41,346,247 99,553,285

RESULT -1,084,049 0

OPERATIONAL COSTS 2016 2015

Publiciy	and	communication	costs 532,251 633,693

Staff	costs 9,759,694 11,132,836

Direct	costs 1,029,787 1,230,656

Housing	costs 758,174 1,219,392

Office	and	general	costs 1,629,964 883,139

Depreciation	tangible	fixed	assets 224,202 223,433

TOTAL 13,934,072 15,323,149
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PART II
GOVERNANCE 

1980

ICCO is now officially an independent 
co-financing organization (MFO). 
It justifies its actions by means 
evaluations to the Dutch 
govern  ment. ICCO campaigns in 
the Netherlands.

1964 1970 1975

30 December 1964 
Dr. Jo Verkuyl is founder and first 
chair. ICCO (Interkerkelijke Coördinatie 
Commissie Ontwikkelingshulp) was 
established by Protestant churches 
and organizations and starts with a 
subsidy from the Dutch government.

ICCO signs a contract with a 
Philippine partner. Second form left is 
Jone Bos, ICCO’s first secretary. In 
1970, ICCO becomes an independent 
foundation. The start-up capital is 
100 florins. 

The support of the Dutch 
government to ICCO increases 
rapidly. Relations are extended to 
organizations outside the traditional 
church networks. In 1980 ICCO 
moves from Utrecht to Zeist.

1990 1995

Cooperation is started with private 
companies. MFOs start an extensive 
impact study and realize that good 
intentions do not automatically mean 
good results.

The mission statement is 
reformulated: “Working in a world 
without poverty and injustice”. 
ICCO wants to make civil society 
organizations less dependent on 
Western donors.

2000 2005

An alliance  with Edukans, Kerk in 
Actie, Oikocredit, Prisma, Share  
People and ICCO is established.  
ICCO and Kerk in Actie put together 
their international program. 

ICCO connects again with churches 
and church-related organizations. 
Dienst over Grenzen (cross-border 
services) and the Stichting 
Oecume nische Hulp (the latter 
partially) merge with ICCO. 

2010 2012 2015

Between 2007 and 2010 seven 
Regional Offices in Africa, Asia and 
Latin America are opened. They get 
support from Regional Councils, 
consisting of independent experts, 
that carry co-responsibility in the 
policy and strategy of ICCO. 

The cooperative is founded from  
the ICCO Alliance, a unique 
 construction in the development 
sector in the Netherlands. Its 
 members are coPrisma, Kerk in Actie, 
and Edukans. 

Foundation ICCO celebrates its 50th 
anniversary.  The co-financing 
program with the government has 
ended. Funding comes from diverse 
sources. Cooperation with the ACT 
Alliance and European sister 
organizations intensifies.

2008

Fair & Sustainable Holding B.V. is 
established. FairClimateFund B.V. and 
F&S Advisory Services B.V. are part of 
this structure. In 2014 ICCO 
Investments B.V. joins the F&S 
Holding. And in 2015 Business 
Booster B.V.

SOURCE: JOURNEY FOR JUSTICE, 50 YEARS ICCO, MAY 2015.

ICCO 1965 - 2015: 50 YEARS JOURNEY FOR JUSTICE



4.1 INTRODUCTION
The statutes provide a model with the functioning of an Executive Board, which is responsible for the realizing of the 
 (strategic) objectives. The Supervisory Board of Coöperatie ICCO U.A. oversees the functioning of the Executive Board. ICCO 
Foundation functions under governance of Coöperatie ICCO U.A.

04 GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE

(iii) fundraising methods that are efficient, effective and 
appropriate;

(iv) treating volunteers with due care and 
(v) a professional and adequate functioning of the 

organization.

Task Division within the Executive Board
The chair of the Executive Board acts as chair, is figurehead, 
is responsible for all external, corporate communication and 
is first responsible for all the acting of Foundation ICCO. 
Besides, the chair has his own portfolio as agreed between 
the members of the Executive Board. The member of the 
Executive Board given his competence and mandate, is 
responsible for the complete internal management in the 
global office and the regional offices. In case of absence of 
the chair, he replaces the chair. The members of the 
Executive Board are appointed by the Supervisory Board. 

Composition and Ancillary Positions Executive Board

4.3 SUPERVISORY BOARD
The Supervisory Board of Coöperatie ICCO U.A. consists of 
five people. The members of the Supervisory Board are 
 originating from the constituency and the network of 
Foundation ICCO. The composition of the Supervisory Board 
shall be such that there is a balance in expertise and origin. 
The Supervisory Board meets at least four times per year. 
Statutory rules to prevent conflicts of interest apply to both 
the Executive Board and the Supervisory Board. Annually, 
the general lines of the executed policy of the Executive 
Board are discussed in a joint meeting with the Supervisory 
Board. 

The Supervisory Board has the Following Tasks:
(i) to pro-actively and retro-actively supervise the policy 

of the Executive Board and the general run of affairs 
within the cooperative and the enterprise linked to it, 

(ii) to support the Executive Board with advice upon 
request or otherwise, inclusive of an annual evalua-
tion of individual board members and the board as a 
whole,

(iii) to appoint, suspend and dismiss members of the 
Executive Board.

In fulfilling their task, the Supervisory Board members shall 
be guided by the interests of Foundation ICCO. Each 
Supervisory Board member must be able to operate inde-
pendently and critically towards the other Supervisory 
Board members, the board and any partial interest 
whatsoever. 

An Audit and a Remuneration Committee support the 
Supervisory Board. Members of the Supervisory Board are 
appointed by the General Assembly.

Wim Hart 
Member

Ancillary positions:
• Director Fair and Sustainable Holding B.V.
• Board member Capital 4 Development Fund
• Member Supervisory Board Inclusive Business Fund
• Member Supervisory Board  New World Campus
• Board member ACT Alliance
• General Board member AH Foundation
• Board member NpM, Platform for Inclusive Finance
• Board member AgriProFocus
• Board member  ICCO Terrafina Microfinance
• Member Supervisory Board B&C International B.V.
• Board member Foundation God Bless You Homes
• Board member Foundation Holland Moldova
• Member advisory Board Schagen

Marinus Verweij
Chairman

Ancillary positions:
• Board member ICCO USA
• Treasurer ACT EU
• Chairman International Christian Medical and Dental 

Association Trust (UK)
• Vice-chair of the Supervisory Board  LuciVer, nursing 

home
• Chairman Foundation Ministerium Medici Missionare, 

small fund for medical development work
• Vice-chair Durlstone Zimbabwe Foundation
• Chairman Supervisory Board Medrie, organization of 

GPs

4.2 EXECUTIVE BOARD 
The Executive Board consists of two directors, a chairman 
and a member. The Executive Board oversees the global 
office (Utrecht) and the five regional offices, including 
 country offices. It manages Foundation ICCO, with due 
observance of the interests of other interested parties. In 
that respect the board members shall be responsible for 
determining and realizing the objectives and continuity of 
Foundation ICCO and for compliance with the legislation 
and regulations that apply. In the fulfilment of its task the 
board shall make effective use of the advisory function of 
the Supervisory Board.

The board shall focus, inter alia, on the following areas:
(i) the realization of the objective of Foundation ICCO 

(the foundation and the cooperative);
(ii) the spending of the resources in an efficient and 

 effective manner; Composition and Ancillary Positions Supervisory Board

Ir. J.F. de Leeuw 
Chair and chair Remuneration Committee, until 2017 
(possible renomination)
Chairman CTGB (College Toelating gewasbeschermings-
middelen en Biociden), 
ABDTOP Consultant (Algemene Bestuursdienst)

Ancillary positions:
• Member of the Board of the Abraham Kuyperfonds
• Chair Supervisory Board Qua Wonen (Krimpenerwaard) 
• Member Wageningen Ambassadors
• Chairman Foundation IZZ
• Member Advisory Board of Staatsbosbeheer.
• Member Board of Stichting Beheer LZ Agro 

Kwaliteitsborging

Prof. dr. G. van Dijk
Member and chair Audit Committee (until 2016)
Professor (Cooperative) Financial services in developing 
countries, Nyenrode Business University
Professor Social Venturing Economics TIAS, 
Tilburg University
Visiting professor Agribusiness Management, International 
Center for Advanced Mediterranean Agronomic Studies 
(Chania, Greece)

Ancillary positions:
• Member Advisory Board BergToys B.V.
• Member Governing Board Metgezel Beheer B.V.
• Member Advisory Board Schuiteman Accountants
• Chair Member Council PGGM
• Member Board Authority on Veterinary Medicin
• Chair Foundation Rabobank Certificates
• Chair KIC! Kennis en Innovatie Cooperatieve Creatieve 

Industrie u.a.
• Member Advisory Board Noaber Foundation
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Vervolg Composition and Ancillary Positions Supervisory Board 05 ACCOUNTABILITY STATEMENT 
Drs. W. Oosterom
Member and member Audit Committee, until 2016 
(possible renominaton)
Consultant Oosterom Advies B.V.

Ancillary positions:
• Member Supervisory Board and Audit Committee 

Reinier Haga Groep
• Member Supervisory Board Instituut Verantwoord 

Medicijngebruik
• Member Supervisory Board and chairman Audit 

Committee Stichting Rivierduinen
• Member Audit Commissie Federatie Medisch 

Specialisten
• Treasurer Protestantse Gemeente Amersfoort 
• Treasurer Zeekadetkorps Nederland 

5.1 INTRODUCTION
This Accountability Statement Central Bureau on 
Fundraising elaborates principles of good governance for 
charitable organizations with regard to the separation of 
managing, executing and monitoring (as formulated in the 
Code Wijffels) in three parts.

5.2 SEPARATION OF MONITORING,  
 MANAGEMENT AND EXECUTION
 
Foundation ICCO
Foundation ICCO (Stichting Interkerkelijke Organisatie voor 
Ontwikkelingssamenwerking) partners with the Fair & 
Sustainable Holding B.V. They both function under the 
governance structure of the cooperative (Coöperatie ICCO 
U.A.).

The statutes of the Foundation ICCO have an identical 
mission and objective as the statutes of Coöperatie ICCO U.A. 
They provide a model with the functioning of an Executive 
Board, which is responsible for realizing the (strategic) 
objectives. It is also important that in the statutes a personal 
union is arranged between the Executive Board of the 
 cooperative and the Executive Board of Foundation ICCO. 
The Super visory Board of Coöperatie ICCO U.A. oversees the 
Executive Board and approves the annual report of the 
Foundation ICCO. Foundation ICCO is – in other words – 
completely under the control and responsibility of 
Coöperatie ICCO U.A. 

Advisory Bodies
Advisory bodies support the Executive Board in the devel-
opment of our strategy. They have an important position but 
are not part of the formal governance structure. The 
Executive Board is advised by regional councils in three 
continents with respect to the strategic choices of the organ-
ization and the preparation and evaluation of the regional 
annual plans. These regional councils are composed of 
people from the region who are independent and have 
expertise in one or more areas of the organization.

Furthermore the Executive Board is advised by the directors 
of the members of Coöperatie ICCO U.A. and the Works 
Council (on Dutch level) and International Works Council 

(on international level). On the level of international advice 
the Executive Board seeks advice from experts in our inter-
national network. Additionally, Foundation ICCO organizes 
regular ‘Talks that Matter’ with expert lecturers from our 
international network. 

5.3  OPTIMAL SPENDING OF FUNDS
Foundation ICCO is not only the implementing partner of 
Coöperatie ICCO U.A., but was in 2015 also the leading part-
ner of the ICCO Alliance when it comes to the implementa-
tion of the MFS II program (subsidy provided by the Dutch 
Government). In that context a strategic policy and business 
plan has been developed for the years 2011-2015. 
Accordingly, annual plans were deducted from this overall 
strategic plan which guides the various levels within the 
organization, both in the global office in Utrecht and in the 
various regional offices. The MFSII program is now in the 
final phase of the contract. An end report will be written in 
the first half of 2016.

Foundation ICCO has several instruments to determine the 
effectiveness of the organization: 
• Management Information System. 
• Risk analysis and internal audits. 
• ISO 9001:2008 certification.
• Annual financial audit. 
• In connection with the approval of the CBF (=Central 

Bureau on Fundraising) seal for beneficiary obtaining 
moneys from a gaming license holder per 1 January 
2012, and renewed per 1 January 2015 for three years, 
external supervision is also exercised by the CBF (in 
cooperation with our ISO audit firm, SGS).

• The monitoring protocol.
• Mobile data collection tools to gather data and better 

analyze and visualize results.
 

5.4 OPTIMAL RELATIONS WITH  
 STAKEHOLDERS
Foundation ICCO strives for optimal relations with stake-
holders, focusing on disclosure and the intake and process-
ing of requests, questions and complaints. The stakeholders 
of Foundation ICCO are the members of the cooperative, the 
donors, the alliance partners in MFSII, the partners in the 

Mr. M.T.H. de Gaay Fortman
Member and member Remuneration Committee 
(until 2016)
Partner of Houthoff Buruma attorneys at law 

Ancillary positions:
• Member of the Board of GVB
• Member of the Board of VGZ
• Regional chairman VNO-NCW Metropool Amsterdam 
• Member of the Board of MVO Nederland 
• Member of the Board of Paleis Het Loo

Mrs. R. Powell Mandjes
Member, until 2017 (possible renomination)
Principal, Powell Mandjes Associates

Ancillary positions:
• Chair ICCO USA
• Member Corporation of the Woods Hole Oceanographic 

Institution
• Member Board of Overseers of the Conservation Law 

Foundation
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‘Strategic Partnership’ and other (inter)national consortia 
we are in, the partner organizations, entrepreneurs and 
companies throughout the world, the Dutch Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs, Embassies of the Kingdom of the Nether-
lands, the Dutch public (taxpayer) and the ultimate 
 beneficiaries of our programs.

Stakeholders are provided with information in various 
ways. Public information is provided via the in greatly 
renewed website www.icco-cooperation.org. The website 
provides project results linked to our monitoring protocol, 
topical information and news items of the worldwide work 
of Foundation ICCO in Dutch, English and Spanish. Six times 
a year Foundation ICCO sends e-zines in Dutch and English 
to her stakeholders. 

Besides this an Foundation ICCO report, an annual report on 
behalf of the Foundation ICCO and a progress report to give 
account to the Dutch government of the MFSII program are 
produced. All reports are sent to the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs, the European Union, alliance partners, its affiliates 
and at request to donors. The Foundation ICCO annual 
report is on request sent to the constituency of ICCO (e-zine 
readers, entrepreneurs and other stakeholders). 
Additionally, donors receive (including Ministries and the 
European Union) reports of the programs and projects to 
which they contribute. Entrepreneurs receive reports of 
projects in which they participate.

On a daily basis Foundation ICCO communicates through 
social media: LinkedIn, Twitter, YouTube and Facebook. 
Foundation ICCO discusses topics, linked to economic 
empowerment, food security, responsible business and 
humanitarian aid, the main topics in the work of Foundation 
ICCO. Our aim is to (re)produce information that is accurate, 
complete, accessible and transparent for all types of media. 
This includes the use of photography and other images like 
short films. 

Foundation ICCO communicates internally and externally in 
English. General information about projects, activities and 
campaigns is also provided in Dutch (the Netherlands), 
Spanish (Latin America) and French (West Africa).

Foundation ICCO is open to ideas, comments, requests and 
complaints from stakeholders concerning communication. 
They can contact ICCO through various ways. For example 
through the staff and the Executive Board, and through the 
email address info@icco-cooperation.org. We also provide 
for a response form on the website. Suggestions and 
requests are incorporated internally by our Service Desk 
and handled by the relevant employee for that topic.

Foundation ICCO has a complaints and appeals system 
which is accessible via the website 
www.icco-cooperation.org

PART III
ACHIEVEMENTS AND 
PERFORMANCES
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06 PROGRAM RESULTS

Rwanda
In Rwanda the program focused on strengthening producer 
organizations in the rice and maize value chains as well as 
banana, cassava mushrooms, and fruits. Cooperative 
members (53% female) managed to increase productivity 
by up to 50% due to better seeds and farm management 
practices. Over 5,000 farmers were trained in post-harvest 
management and 2,000 youths were trained in entrepre-
neurship and agribusiness. Seventeen cooperatives estab-
lished a national federation.

Central Asia
In Kyrgyzstan, Foundation ICCO continued to support the 
organic movement, enabling five villages to attain ‘organic 
village’ certification, involving 800 farmers. The gradual 
phasing out of the local market development project during 
2015 was a success, as many farmers groups had been 
connected to processors and buyers. In Tajikistan, where the 
project had not reached the same level of maturity in 2015, 
we continued to provide direct support to more farmers. 
This included training and supporting producer organiza-
tions in establishing links with the private sector. One of the 
successful outcomes is the continuing rise of exports from 
North Tajikistan (Sughd) due to links with Russian traders.

The walnut value chain development, a cooperation 
between the local company Vega Plus, Dutch Intersnack, 
FairMatch Support and Foundation ICCO, also continued to 

6.1 FAIR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
The objectives of the program were:
• Promoting rural entrepreneurship and including 

producer organizations. 
• Stimulating inclusive value chain development from 

market to producer.
• Improving access to suitable and affordable financial 

services.

Being the last year of MFSII, we aimed to ensure the smooth 
phase out of interventions, while also developing new 
programs for the post-2015 period. In general this resulted 
in each country articulating the interventions that were 
most promising from a fundraising perspective such as 
stronger alliances with local private sector actors, more 
focused support of selected producer organizations, and 
contributing to a stronger link between financial services 
and inclusive value chain development. 

Key Results
We improved income for more than 600,000 smallholder 
producers, half of them female; graduated 796 producer 
organizations into independent and sustainable enterprises; 
and doubled our original targets on the number of business 
development services providers with improved capacity 
(226) and those able to operate on private sector terms (40). 
With regard to partnerships with companies and SMEs, we 
helped to connect more than 100,000 smallholder producers 
of who 52% were female. The outreach of MFIs was more 
than six million rural clients (target was one million). 

We supported programs in 27 countries. Here we highlight 
achievements in selected regions and countries.

West Africa
In West Africa we increasingly focus on a limited number of 
value chains, seeking to significantly scale up these chains, 
primarily shea and sesame. This approach has paid off quite 
well both in terms of increased outreach to (mainly female) 
producers, expanding the cooperation private sector and 
attracting new donor funding. The shea value chain devel-
opment had a good start in Burkina Faso, Mali, Ghana and 
Benin. In all countries the program worked on improving 
the quality of shea kernels collected and linking women’s 
producer groups to local processing companies such as 
FLUDOR in Benin, Olvea in Burkina Faso and SOATF in Mali. 
In total around 30,000 women supplied over 2,300 MT of 
shea kernels to local companies, enabling them to increase 
their income by between 10 to 23%. Foundation ICCO also 
cooperated with the Global Shea Alliance to further promote 
shea in the region. 

Ethiopia 
In Ethiopia, the malt barley project in cooperation with 
Hundee, EUcord and Assela Malt Factory (daughter 
company of Heineken) continued to be rolled out. The total 
number of cooperatives engaged increased to sixteen (out of 
the planned eleven), productivity tripled from 2,500 kg per 
ha to 7,500 kg per ha due to better seeds and farming 
 practices, while product quality was improved as well. This 
contributed to increased ex-farm gate prices of up to 23.5% . 
The capacities and performance of the cooperatives also 
improved. Moreover, value chain actors increasingly 
provided embedded finance and inputs on credit, boosting 
the development of the chain. See also the infographic on 
page 12.
 

develop. In 2015, the first shipments of 40 MT fair trade 
certified walnuts (selling at the premium price of EUR 0,50 
per kg) to the Netherlands was realized. In this initial phase 
two hundred farmers were involved. 

India
In India 55,701 farmers were reached through cooperation 
with seven implementing partners. One of the joint initia-
tives started was the collective marketing of various 
commodities such as vegetables, non-timber forest products, 
pigeon peas, turmeric and fruits. In Jharkhand the develop-
ment of value chains for chili, tamarind and lac (a natural 
resin) was facilitated and is now better positioned as a 
service provider in the further development of value chains.
 
Philippines
By the end of 2015, lobby and advocacy activities had 
contributed to nine policy measures aimed at improving the 
enabling environment for inclusive value chain development. 
Other results included support to 128 emerging producer 
organizations and connecting 14,286 smallholder producers 
to value chains thereby increasing their income. Addition-
ally, 800,000 individual farmers were reached by MFIs and 
producer organizations through the financial services 
program.

The Haciendera and rice-duck programs proved successful 
in supporting agrarian reform beneficiaries to become 
successful farmers connected to value chains. However, the 
expected scaling up of these initiatives through market 
dynamics did not occur, pointing to the need for establishing 
stronger market connections when supporting successful 
business cases. Another lesson learned was that in the 
initial phase a value chain facilitator is needed to support 
growth of these chains. 

Bolivia 
We supported 95 producer organizations involved in a 
 variety of products such as camelid, potatoes, vegetables, 
amaranth, dairy products, yogurt, cheese, honey, aromatic 
herbs flour, goose in connecting to local markets. The 
program reached close to 60,000 farmers (52% female), and 
organized such support activities as facilitating technical 
innovations and knowledge sharing. The TAMBO fair 
 promoting local cuisine attracted 32,000 visitors, where 
80 representatives from local restaurants and 75 producer 
organizations were able to promote their products. 
560 communal and municipal authorities, as well as 360 
(45% female) agricultural promoters were trained in 
 municipal management, strengthening their organizations 

Output Results

Indicator Result Target On track?

(Inter)national	companies	operate	pro-poor	and	gender	inclusive	 85 40

Profitable	producer	organizations	connected	to	(inter)national	value	chains 834 120

Independent	and	sustainable	producers	organizations	551	250 796 250

Rural	clients	(including	small	farmers	)	reached	by	MFIs	with	non-grant	support 3,403,828 5,000,000  

Small	producers	linked	to	emerging	producer	organizations	have	improved	their	income 607,262 400,000

Based on our MFSII business plan 2011-2015 Source: Foundation ICCO Monitoring Data, 2015

Program Evaluation Fair Economic 
Development
The	external	evaluation	showed	that	the	program	
was	efficient	and	effective,	especially	for	those	
partners	that	are	‘number–conscious’.	One	impor-
tant	explanation	the	evaluators	found	for	this	was	
the	successful	application	of	the	three	principles:	
market-based;	inclusiveness	(reaching	Base	of	the	
Pyramid),	and	systemic	(creating	a	market	and	
sustainability	by	design).	Projects	having	all	three	
principles	are	approximately	seven	times	more	likely	
to	be	effective.	The	multistakeholder	approach	is	
found	to	be	a	key	ingredient	for	systemic	interven-
tions.	Another	finding	was	that	not	innovation	per	
se	leads	to	success,	but	that	tested	innovations	do.	
Less	positive	was	the	evaluation	about	the	monitor-
ing	and	evaluation	system	that	was	poorly	used	for	
learning	and	mainly	donor-oriented.	 
Evaluator:	Enclude.

Figure	6.1	Results	Fair	Economic	Development
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and leadership. Women also received specific support in the 
areas of production, marketing, processing and awareness-
raising on their rights.

The recent explosion of quinoa in the international markets 
shows us the potential of Andean grains for economic devel-
opment in the region. Amaranth is a gluten-free grain and 
includes vitamin C among its properties, making it ideal for 
fighting childhood malnutrition and promoting food secu-
rity. In Bolivia, amaranth is grown in the Andean valleys. 
Today, the growing demand for this grain is not being met. 
This situation is caused by the low development of the value 
chain in terms of volume, quality and the main actors´ 
capacity for partnering up and entering competitive 
markets. Post-harvest losses are almost 50%. 

In response to the needs of amaranth producers, 
ICCO Cooperation with the support of IDB, has invested  
US $ 1,793,900 for the project ‘Promoting the Inclusion of 
Small Producers in the Amaranth Value Chain’, which is 
executed in eight municipalities, supporting directly 1,100 
producers. The project promotes national and international 
commercial agreements, connects the productive sector 
with small and mid-size companies and cooperatives that 
bring added-value to the product. It is estimated that the 
income of the producer families will grow in up to 40%.
 

Paraguay
Paraguay Organico is a network of producer organizations, 
companies and NGOs involved in sustainable production of 
sugar cane, stevia, cotton and sesame and development of 
related value chains. During the MFSII period, the program 
reached over 23,000 farmers (46% female) and supported 
35 producer organizations, as well as 320 technicians and 
trainers involved in providing agricultural training services. 
Another 715 school graduates were trained as agro-ecology 
trainers. 

Partnership: IDH, AgriProFocus and BoP Inc.
Cooperation with global actors has been steadily declining 
over the years due to the increased focus on the regional 
level, coupled with reduced overall funding. We continued 
to cooperate with members of IDH in the areas of sustaina-
ble fruits and vegetables, sustainable cotton and sustainable 
spices. Our cooperation with AgriProFocus moved on, main-
taining the country lead in Rwanda, Ethiopia and Mali. In 
each country specific activities on farmer entrepreneurship, 
gender and value chain development and inclusive finance 
were done. With BoP Inc. we work together in the area of 
gender and inclusive business. Outputs were the finalization 
of fifteen case studies, holding a joint event with the private 
sector and launching a pilot project to improve the position 
of women in cashew processing in India. As part of our 

 partnership with BoP Inc. in PROOFS (see page 36) in 
Bangladesh, we implemented the recommendations of a 
2014 nutrition-oriented sense maker study.

6.2  FOOD AND NUTRITION SECURITY
We have three overall objectives for this program:
Improved household food and nutrition security.
• Strengthened multistakeholder platforms and civil 

 society to develop sustainable (local) foods systems.
• Claim-making empowerment for the Right to Food and 

improved government policies.
Being the last year of the five-year MFSII program the focus 
in 2015 was on consolidation of program coalitions and 
results as well as phasing out strategies. An extensive 
 external evaluation took place. 

With an ever-growing world population and a rising 
demand for food, there are more opportunities for small-
holder farmers to enhance their livelihoods by selling their 
surplus in local markets and beyond. In 2015 we continued 
to develop a policy that links food security with economic 
development and agro-ecology.

Key Results
Our target of contributing to improved food and nutrition 
security for 280,000 households by the end of 2015 have 
been achieved, with a total of 300,000 households reached 
(see Figure 7.2). The greatest improvements occurred in 
Bangladesh (77,586 households) and Madagascar (52,363 
households), where MFSII funding was supplemented by 
contributions from other donors, such as EKN and the EU. 

We promoted and introduced the ‘Household Food 
Insecurity Access Scale’ (HFIAS) indicator in a growing 
number of programs. Together with the ‘Dietary Diversity 
Score’ (DDS) and the Akvo FLOW tool, better data are gener-
ated to more accurately assess whether a household has 
actually improved its food and nutrition security situation.

An important milestone in 2015 was the launch of the food 
and nutrition security portal, in coordination with Akvo, 
hosted on the Akvopedia web platform. This enabled the 
program to put in place a mechanism to support the system-
atization of knowledge, data and learning beyond MFSII. 

We supported programs in sixteen countries. In this section 
results in a selection of countries are summarized.

Colombia 
For more than 50 years, Colombia has been immersed in an 
armed conflict. The forced internal displacement directly 
affects around seven million people. In this context, and in 
the need of creating training and job opportunities for 
young people, Foundation ICCO decided to open the first 
School of Gastronomy Manq’a in Bogotá with the support of 

Spicing Up the Nutmeg Value Chain 
In	North	Moluccas,	over	50%	of	the	popula	tion	is	involved	in	traditional	nutmeg	pro	duction.	
For	about	52,000	farmer	families,	nutmeg	is	the	main	source	of	income.	The	high	demand	on	
the	international	nut	meg	market	provides	an	opportunity	for	these	farmers	to	improve	their	
livelihoods.	Unfortunately	the	ethno-political	conflict	in	1999-2003	changed	the	chain.	
Cracking	is	now	done	by	farmers	and	not	anymore	in	the	city	of	Ternate.	This	has	caused	high	
levels	of	aflatoxin.	The	infrastructure	was	damaged	and	scared	away	companies.	Lack	of	
knowledge	on	good	agricultural	practices,	and	market	standards	for	quality	and	traceability,	
had	a	negative	influence.

Foundation	ICCO’s	multistakeholder	program	–	in	cooperation	with	IDH	–	spices	up	the	North	
Moluccan	organic	and	aflatoxin	free	nutmeg	sector	by	ca	pacitating	farmers	in	organic	nutmeg	
production	and	including	them	in	the	(in	ternational)	value	chain.	At	the	same	time,	the	commu-
nity	development	program	works	on	intercultural	dialogues	to	im	prove	social	and	economic	
relations	in	the	program	area.	The	program	shows	incredible	results.	In	December	2015,	4,980	
small	producers	were	reached.	Their	increase	in	income	is	80%.	Standards	and	certifications	for	
internal	control	and	good	agricultural	production	are	in	place.	Partner	trading	companies	
increased	their	income	with	10	%	and	create	hundred	new	jobs.

 GOOD PRACTICE

ICCO TerrafinaTerrafina Microfinance 
In	December	2015,	Terrafina	Microfinance	ended	as	a	project	organization,	
however	the	cooperation	with	Rabobank	and	Oikocredit	continues	to	under-
pin	our	link	to	MFIs	in	West,	Central	and	East	Africa.	In	Senegal,	Burkina	Faso,	
Rwanda	and	Ethiopia	the	support	to	rural	financial	service		development	will	

be	continued	in	cooperation	with	The	MasterCard	Foundation	in	the	STARS	project.	In	Burundi	rural	finance	is	
developed	with	EKN	funding	under	the	MAVC	project.	

Program Evaluation Food and 
Nutrition Security 
The	external	program	evaluation	indicated	that	
during	the	MFSII	Foundation	ICCO	cooperated	
with	mature	partners	who	had	a	clear	added	
value	towards	creating	sustainable	food	systems,	
thereby	ensuring	good	participation	of	women.	The	
focus	on	increased,	resilient	and	more	diversified	
food	availability	was	fully	integrated	in	their	
approaches.	The	evaluation	found	that	in	case	of	
joint	programming	70%	of	the	intended	targets	
were	achieved.	Successful	examples	of	lobby	
in	Benin	and	in	Bangladesh	show	that	targeting	
local	authorities	or	the	private	sector	helps	to	
incorporate	nutrition	education	in	health	systems	
and	to	secure	the	necessary	budget.	Challenging	
is	to	keep	a	focus	on	the	sustainability	of	food	
systems,	while	creating	access	to	markets.	In	reality	
food	and	cash	crops	are	often	rivals.	Evaluator:	IDIS. 

Photo: Foundation ICCO
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Kerk in Actie, RVO, and its partners in Colombia, inspired on 
the model of Manq’a schools in Bolivia. 

The project offers trainings in gastronomy to the most 
vulnerable population in Colombia. Partnerships were estab-
lished with organizations and enterprises from The 
Netherlands in areas such as economic sustainability, 
 appreciation of Colombian foods and products and culinary 
innovation. At the same time, partnerships with local 
experts in training, Colombian top-chefs and with small-
scale producer organizations that supply the schools with 
local organic production have started off. 

The Manq’a schools train cooks to promote traditional 
cuisine, transforming local, healthy products and dialogue 
with small-scale producers. Forty students are being trained 
today in the Patio Bonito School in Bogotá. In mid-2016, 
Manq’a will open its second school in the city of Cali. The 
young graduates will participate in pilot gastronomy 
projects, generating work experience and stimulating 
entrepreneurship. 

Uganda
The program reached more than 11,000 households in the 
target areas, with around 70% of households realizing 

increased food production. Our monitoring protocol data 
revealed that women were successfully involved in projects 
and the introduction of new techniques such as disaster risk 
reduction approaches, conservation farming, cost-sharing 
mechanisms and a market orientation were well received.

Village savings and loan associations were a successful 
means of organizing at the local level and served economic 
as well as social purposes, especially for women. The related 
FDOV-funded Flying Food project in Kenya and Uganda 
continued with TNO, Foundation ICCO and other partners. 
Production was piloted and a market study was finalized as 
input for the marketing strategy to be implemented in 2016. 
Given the innovative character of this project implementa-
tion more time was needed to design a contextualized 
market-based model, which will be tested during 2016. 

West Africa 
In Burkina Faso, Benin and Mali the program is jointly imple-
mented with coalitions of local partners. Support is given to 
integrated sustainable agricultural development, marketing 
of food crops, processing of agricultural products, water 
management, environmental restoration, and  improving the 
nutritional status of women and children. To diversify 
income generating activities several warehouse models are 
being tried out. In Burkina Faso a coalition of eight partners 
successfully implement the EuropeAid-funded PROSUNUT 
program. Cooperation with IBFAN has facilitated main-
streaming of nutrition in food security programs, while links 
with RAPDA and the SUN-CSO coalition has strengthened 
positioning and lobby and advocacy at national level. 

Madagascar
After five years of political impasse the new government 
identified poverty reduction through inclusive growth as a 
key priority. Foundation ICCO consolidated its strategic 
choices: concentrating on one geographical zone, partnering 
for complementarity and fund mobilization, while focusing 
on inclusive value chain development, mainstreaming 
 nutrition, climate change resilience and disaster risk manage-
ment. The project has promoted agroforestry  techniques and 
agricultural diversification resulting in improved food secu-
rity for forest communities in the  south-eastern part of the 
country, who are among the most vulnerable groups. Another 
tangible result of Foundation ICCO’s long-term contribution 
to women’s empowerment was the awarding of land certifi-
cates to women. All together 14,362 households have been 
received support for income generating activities, while 
67,372 households have improved their food security, based 
on the HFIAS scores. 

India
The geographical focus on East and North East India 
(Assam and Odisha) was consolidated, as well as the 
 multistakeholder approach, with involvement of research 
institutes and companies like Amalgamated Tea. 
Foundation ICCO is in India is linked to the Global Right to 
Food Network, through which related issues haven been 
addressed. In the project areas the increased awareness on 
nutrition and diet especially for women and children has 
brought about behavioral changes. The Akvo FLOW tool has 
been effectively used to monitor and enhance visibility of 
project activities. Some of the results achieved by 
Foundation ICCO partners included: the promotion of 
camel pastoralism and conservation (Sahjeevan); support-
ing 700 female vegetable producers and producing six 
videos on nutrition and production (Udyogine); reaching 
5,800 marginalized households with a focus on organic 
farming and marketing (Sodi); and the adoption of 
 sustainable agricultural practices among nearly 15,000 
households served by the Assam and Odisha livelihood 
projects, as well as in Chaupal. 

6.3 CONFLICT TRANSFORMATION AND  
 DEMOCRATIZATION
The program continued to focus on two themes of human 
rights: 
• Accountability and political space.
• Access to land and natural resources. 
At the same time country programs paid much emphasis to 
the transition towards the post 2015 period, leading to the 
closing down of some programs, and cooperation with other 
thematic programs and external stakeholders. 

Key Results 
Indicators show a clear increase of empowerment and 
 political participation of individuals and civil society organi-
zations in political decision processes. Foundation ICCO 
supported the empowerment of nearly 68.000 people and 
their organizations (especially women and youth) to exer-
cise their rights and participate in political decision making. 
142 supported organizations succeeded to put issues 
related to accountability of (local) state actors and/or 
corruption high on the political and social agenda.
 
Capacity development support of 24 program coalitions and 
115 partner organizations on right to land and other natural 
resources, have led  to marginalized group successfully 
claiming their rights on access to land and natural 
resources.

Output Results

Indicator Result Target On track?

Households	improved	their	food	security	and	strengthened	resilience 354,428 280,000

Countries	where	governments	are	hold	accountable	for	food	security	policies 10 8

Countries	where	capacity	of	national	food	security	alliances	was	strengthened 14 14

Number	of	farm	households	supported	in	(food)	production	and	income	generating	activities 204,618 NA

Based on our MFSII business plan 2011-2015 Source: Foundation ICCO Monitoring Data, 2015

Selling Better Nutrition
The	PROOFS	program	in	Bangladesh	is	an	initiative	of	
	iDE-Bangladesh,	BoP	Innovation	Center	and	Foundation	
ICCO,	supported	by	the	Dutch	embassy	in	Bangladesh,	
targeting	80,000	households	at	the	Base	of	the	Pyramid.	
One	of	its	programs	mobilized	640	nutrition	sales	agents.	

They	are	selected	on	their	entrepreneurial	spirit	and	
combine	educational	messages	with	sales	of	nutrition	and	
hygiene	products.	The	agents	aim	to	change	people’s	
behavior	towards	dietary	diversity	and	hygiene	practices	
like	hand	washing.	They	buy	all	products		themselves	and	
keep	the	margin	after	selling,	which	gives	them	the	oppor-
tunity	to	become	and	stay	financially	independent.	

In	2015,	PROOFS,	in	partnership	with	Next	Billion,	intro-
duced	an	innovative	social	marketing	toolkit,	which	consists	
of	a	projector,	chargeable	speakers	and	a	smart-phone.	This	
portable	set	is	used	to	conduct	nutrition	sessions,	where	
communities	can	watch	nutrition	related	videos	and	learn	
through	quiz	competitions.	The	smart-phones	are	used	to	
collect	online	data,	particularly	for	verification	of	partici-
pants	in	community	nutrition	sessions	with	GPS	location.	
PROOFS	conducted	1,520	sessions	and	reached	60,800	
households.	As	a	result	of	this,	sales	of	nutritious	and	
hygienic	products,	particularly	micro-nutrient	powder,	
iodized	salt	and	sanitary	napkins	have	increased	by	300	–	
400	percent.	In	addition,	feeding	and	hygiene	practice	of	
target	households	is	improving.	

Figure	6.2	Results	Food	and	Nutrition	Security

Photo: Foundation ICCO
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We support programs in twenty-two countries. In this 
section results in a number of countries are summarized.

Cambodia
The program continued to focus on two core areas in 2015: 
strengthening of communities and indigenous groups, in 
partnership with CCD and human rights in the garment 
industry. CCD strengthened ten community fisheries in 
Kampong Chhnang. As a result, seven were able to raise 
more capital and work with relevant stakeholders to control 
illegal fishing activities. Our partner, the CCHR published 
regular media updates on land, natural resource and human 
rights issues. Related to the garment sector various activi-
ties were organized to raise awareness among civil society 
organizations on the UN Principles on Business and Human 
Rights. Specific actions included a training manual, 
 providing legal aid (57 cases), broadcasting radio programs 
and contributing to the consultation process on the law on 
 association and NGOs.

Indonesia
The ‘Community Economy Program’ – a joint initiative 
with the Wahid Institute that reaches out to 345 members 
organized in 22 women’s groups − is illustrative of our 
approach to combining human rights and economic 
approaches. A broad range of stakeholders, including civil 
society networks representing vulnerable groups increas-
ingly acknowledge the program’s innovative strategy in 
preventing the social-religious conflict that is largely rooted 
in economic disparities. The program has become an 
 important example of good practice used to strengthen the 
Wahid Institute’s program of “Countering Violent 
Extremism”, which is directly supported by the Indonesian 
President. 

Central Asia
The regional program has evolved into two strong sub-
programs focusing on migration and disability, implemented 
by a coalition of local NGOs composed of twenty members 
from Kyrgyzstan, six from Tajikistan, and one each from 
Russia and Kazakhstan. The regional program was 
supported by Foundation ICCO, DanChurchAid, Brot für die 
Welt and the European Commission. The migration compo-
nent, known as ‘Central Asia on the Move’ contributed to 
promoting and awareness raising of the rights of migrants 
workers and  sending communities. By the end of MFSII, the 
program had demonstrated clear results, recognized 
 partner of the respective ministries of migration, youth and 
employment, and social development. Program partners 
worked closely with local authorities in Kyrgyzstan and 
Tajikistan to create lists of internal and external migrants 
and their families so as to ensure access to information and 
services. 

India
Our partner, the ‘Voluntary Action Network India’, helped to 
build the capacities of around 1,000 voluntary sector organ-
izations to effectively engage with government and private 
sector actors. VANI was actively involved in representing 
civil society interests in the proposed ‘Foreign Contribution 
Amendment Rules’ legislation and related regulatory issues, 
which were broadly seen as being a move to curtail civil 
freedoms and led to massive citizen mobilization around the 
country. Some NGOs were blacklisted or deregistered. These 
measures have also affected Foundation ICCO who is now 
required to seek prior permission to operate in the country. 

DR Congo
One of the highlights of the program was training 420 
women leaders to enhance their participation in the political 
process, following which 113 women leaders registered as 
local candidates in the upcoming general elections. 
A consortium made of three local partners supported initia-
tives to improve access to land for smallholder farmers and 
poor households and to eradicate land-related conflicts. 
Some concrete results included: consultation workshops for 
local leaders; 16 radio broadcasts in three cities to share 
information and collect the views of the communities; 
 solving 15 land conflicts; and supporting land claims by 611 
people from vulnerable groups. One of the program’s key 
successes in the area of human rights was the passing of a 
law reinforcing the protection of human rights defenders in 
the Provincial Assembly for North Kivu. 

South America
The Gran Chaco program is a regional program that oper-
ates in the South American Gran Chaco region (Argentina, 
Bolivia and Paraguay). Under MFSII the program increas-
ingly sought to integrate indigenous and other human rights 
issues with economic activities. The program succeeded in 

building partnerships with other, mostly governmental 
stakeholders in Bolivia and Paraguay. The Gran Chaco 
program supported three indigenous groups across the 
region. Among the many institutional activities and instru-
ments developed were community plans, mapping of indig-
enous areas, and legal documents, all of which contributed 
to the development of a land management plan for the 
Weenhayek people in Bolivia. In Paraguay the program 
supported the regulation and restoration of 15,000 hectares 
to indigenous people and provided input towards a legisla-
tive proposal for ensuring the accountability of funds 
 allocated for territorial management.

6.4 FAIR CLIMATE 
The program strived for climate justice by developing 
 ‘pro-poor’ and community-managed renewable energy, 
energy efficiency, and forest conservation (REDD+) projects. 
It was expected that linking such projects to carbon markets 
would result in improved livelihoods, less greenhouse gas 
emissions, and good environmental and societal steward-
ship. FairClimateFund B.V. (see page 57) was tasked with 
engaging private actors and providing services to measure, 
reduce, and offset carbon emissions by supporting pro-poor 
carbon projects.

Globally, climate change, livelihoods improvement and 
performance-based payments are high on the agendas of 
both bilateral and multilateral donors and the private sector. 
In 2015 within the regional programs, multiple coalitions 
were established with local NGOs and CSOs, some of which 
were also linked up at the global level. 

Key Results
By the end of the reporting period the program had 
achieved fifteen out of its eighteen MFSII targets, with some 

Output Results
Indicator Result Target On track?

Countries	where	coalitions	contributed	to	a	more	democratic	society	and	accountable	government 13 10

Countries	where	coalitions	established	a	sustainable	way	to	protect	and	support	human	right	defenders	 11 12   

Program	demanding	compliance	of		corporations	and	governments	to	(inter)national	standards	on	land	and	
	natural	resources		 22 15

Marginalized	people	(especially	women	and	youth)	empowered	to	exercise	their	rights	and	to	participate	 
in	political	decision	making 68,000 4,500

Based on our MFSII business plan 2011-2015 Source: Foundation ICCO Monitoring Data, 2015

Program Evaluation Conflict 
Transformation and Democratization
The	evaluation	assessed	a	broad	variety	of	projects	
working	on	various	levels	mostly	focused	on	human	
rights	(including	land	rights	and	access	to	resources)	
and	civil	society	strengthening.	According	to	the	
evaluators	much	work	was	done	on	extremely	
	relevant	issues	clearly	underlying	cause	of	poverty	
with	a	broad	network	of	partners.	The	MFSII	
budget	cuts,	in	combination	with	the	width	and	
spread	of	the	portfolio,	hindered	impact.	The	ongo-
ing	changes	towards	a	multistakeholder	approach	is	
promising.	Demonstrating	results	was	hampered	by	
the	use	of	meta-indicators.	Evaluator:	MDF	Training	
&	Consultancy.

Figure	6.3	Results	Conflict	Transformation	and	Democratization

Photo: Foundation ICCO

 GOOD PRACTICE Responsible Business in Central America
As	part	of	the	Dutch	Human	Rights	Fund	for	Central	America	(DHRF),	administered	by	
Foundation	ICCO,	the	United	Nations’	University	for	Peace	in	Costa	Rica	(UPeace)	
developed	a	‘Good	Practices	Handbook	on	Business	and	Human	Rights’;	it	has	served	
as	a	valuable	tool	for	business	leaders	who	are	committed	to	implementing	the	UNGPs	
in	their	companies.	UPeace	also	developed	a	guide	aimed	at	capacitating	trainers	on	
‘Business	and	Human	rights’.	The	handbook	and	guide	were	then	put	into	practice	
through	the	design	and	implementation	of	a	collaborative	model	that	resulted	in	twelve	
CSR	initiatives	built	jointly	by	actors	from	the	private,	public	and	civil	society	sectors.

Foundation	ICCO	has	also	worked	with	Universidad	Americana	(UAM)	in	Nicaragua	to	
develop	the	region’s	first	Master	Degree	in	CSR	with	a	focus	on	‘Business	and	Human	
Rights’.	The	graduate	program	has	brought	together	leaders	from	the	private,	public	and	
civil	society	sectors	in	an	enriching	academic	environment	that	by	2016	had	resulted	in	
62	professionals	with	degrees	on	CSR.	
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results far exceeding the set targets (see Figure 7.4). The 
program performed especially well where partners learned 
how to develop carbon mitigation and adaptation projects 
and also how to maneuver through the carbon credit value 
chain. The goal of enabling 400,000 households to make use 
of renewable energy and energy efficient was almost met 
(76%). External factors impacting the global carbon 
markets made it difficult to obtain project finance to meet 
this target. The collapse of the carbon market within a 
three-year period, where the price dropped from EUR 18.00 
to EUR 0.16 per ton was catastrophic for many carbon 
projects.

We supported projects in seventeen countries, mostly 
within a regional program. Below we highlight a couple of 
achievements in 2015. 

South America 
The capacity of 29 partners in carbon development was 
strengthened, being one of the focal areas of the regional 
program. Eight partners were supported to influence the 
(inter)national agenda on climate change and climate 
neutral development. The resulting network of partners in 

South America supported 25 projects in the region, includ-
ing 13 forest conservation interventions covering an area of 
5.2 million hectares and involving over 10,000 households. 

Central and East Africa 
The program incorporated a network approach in the three 
countries covered (Ethiopia, Uganda and Kenya) in order to 
maximize knowledge sharing and learning opportunities 
across the countries. This approach has been very success-
ful, with 65,000 households projected to benefit from access 
to renewable and energy efficiency energy globally coming 
from this region alone. In Ethiopia the program registered 
18,687 households adopting efficient cook stoves. However, 
the non-compliance of one of the partners with financial 
reporting rules led to the withdrawal of funds, which 
affected the process of registration of ten carbon projects 
that were in the pipeline. In Uganda, 18,000 households 
adopted efficient cook stoves and fifty biogas units. In Kenya 
18,200 households were registered adopting efficient cook 
stoves and 235 biogas units. The ‘Light up my Future’ 
project was a successful initiative that led to tremendous 
progress in efficient cook stove production, afforestation 
and the dissemination of solar lanterns, which have in turn 
contributed to the improvement of performance for children 
in school.

Central America 
The regional program worked in close collaboration with 
the Mesoamerican Alliance of People and Forest (MAPF) – 
active in Honduras, Guatemala and Mexico – with the overall 
objective of contributing to the reduction of deforestation 
and forest degradation through the expansion and strength-
ening of land rights in the main forest regions of 
Mesoamerica. The program supported MAPF in obtaining 
land rights, territorial governance and leadership capabili-
ties, as well as with the elaboration and dissemination of 
public policy proposals and the socialization of community 
experiences. 16,000 households’ generated income from 

selling carbon credits under the GuateCarbon Project in 
Guatemala developed by ACOFOP. 

South Asia 
In the two focal countries of India and Bangladesh, the 
program successfully adopted a twin-pronged strategy of 
working on adaptation (Bangladesh) and mitigation (India). 
The success of this approach was evident in the results 
generated, with the two countries accounting for the greatest 
increase in energy efficiency devices across the Foundation 
ICCO regions. In India, 104,700 households made use of 
energy efficiency devices (a quarter of the global target of 
400,000 households). The region was also the largest 
contributor to global indicators relating to the number of 
partners supporting and implementing mitigation projects 
(thirty out of the targeted fifty partners) and climate change 
programs (43 out of the targeted 45 partners).

South Africa
Evidence-based research was conducted on climate-smart 
technologies and practices in collaboration with several 
universities and the AIDS Foundation of South Africa. 
Examples of studies initiated under the program included 
collaboration between the University of Stellenbosch and 
the University of KwaZulu-Natal to test a solar powered 
post-harvest cooling system, and a proposed project by the 
AIDS Foundation of South Africa and FSG to evaluate 
sustainable potato production techniques with rural farm-
ers in Swayimane, Msinga, and Bergville. Further studies 
were completed on the effects of cover crops on weed 
management and soil fertility, and on understanding the use 
of GMO seeds and its effects and indigenous knowledge 
systems and understanding of climate change. The findings 
from these studies will contribute to further programming 
of climate-smart agriculture.

Madagascar 
In Madagascar our activities focused on efficient use of 
biomass by promoting improved cook stoves. Partner, CMP 
Tandavanala, collaborated with the South African fair 
climate network to pilot their improved cooking stoves 
project. Comparative studies and tests were finalized and 
submitted to the Gold Standard for validation. Additionally, 
the business plan for the production 60,000 stoves was 
finalized in the first quarter of 2015. One of the successes of 
the program was the collaboration between the experts of 
the Nova Institute (South Africa), FairClimateFund and the 
local partner Tandavanala. This led to the cook stove project 
making progress in its technical validation and in securing 
funding.

6.5 BASIC HEALTH & HIV/AIDS
The overall goal of the Basic Health & HIV/Aids program 
was to strengthen the position of our target groups in hold-
ing governments accountable to commitments made, and 
cooperating with government bodies whenever possible to 
achieve the right to quality basic health services. We focused 
our efforts on achieving four MDG-related indicators, 
namely: 
• Improved access to preventive measures, treatment and 

or care. 
• Increased use of public and private health care. 
• Improved knowledge and/ or practice related to HIV/

Aids and reproductive health among youth.
• More equal access to health for men, women, minority 

groups and underprivileged. 
Generally it can be remarked that the program has 
 significantly contributed towards the development of the 
organizational capacities of the partner organizations and 
exploring how different organizations can contribute to the 
common goal of improving health systems and access to 
health care for the most vulnerable. Attendance of program-
related coalition meetings took the organizations to higher 
levels of achievements.

Key Results
The program has progressed as planned (see Figure 7.5). 
On outcome-level 69% of the projects reported improved 
health indicators among the target groups of the partner 
organizations. 72 out of 91 projects showed concrete 
evidence of change agents who have been able to positively 
influence factors that play a role in the silence and stigma 
related to sexual and reproductive health rights (SRHR). In 
eight countries health policies have been changed in favor of 

Output Results

Indicator Result Target On track?

Partners	implementing	mitigation	to	climate	change	programs 78 50

Households	using	renewable	energy	or	energy	efficiency	devices 366,246 400,000   

Rural	households	generating	income	from	carbon	credits	sales 115,270 100,000

Partners	influencing	(inter)national	agenda	on	climate	change 38 5

Based on our MFSII business plan 2011-2015 Source: Foundation ICCO Monitoring Data, 2015

Figure	6.4	Results	Fair	Climate

Program Evaluation Basic Health & 
HIV/Aids
The	evaluators	found	that	the	used	intervention	
strategies	were	according	to	international	‘best’	
practices,	with	acknowledged	effectiveness.	
Working	with	change	agents	was	central	and	result-
ing	in	positive	change.	The	evaluators	assume	that	
most	behavioral	changes	effectuated	by	the	
program	will	continue,	including	the	increased	use	
of	health	services.	The	lack	of	harmonization	in	e.g.	
planning,	monitoring	and	evaluation,	and	reporting	
and	the	fact	that	cost-efficiency	was	not	measured,	
were	questioned.	Evaluators:	Rijneveld/Meeus/
Visser.	

Program Evaluation Fair Climate
The	evaluation	focused	on	an	assessment	of	the	
used	model	in	use.	It	was	positively	evaluated	as	
a	unique,	strong	developed	developmental-
oriented	model	(reaching	Bottom	of	the	Pyramid,	
empowering	local	organization	as	project	
owners).	Recommendation	was	to	strengthen	this	
through	looking	for	new	donor	money	and	by	
implementing	a	more	impact	oriented	approach,	
with	continuous	sales	of	fair	trade	carbon	credits.	
FairClimateFund	will	be	further	developed	along	
these	lines.	 
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equal rights of vulnerable people to basic health/health-
related services.

In 2015, we structured around twelve country programs. 
Results in a couple of countries are reported here.

Bangladesh
Our support to Health Alliance Bangladesh (HAB) focused 
on influencing the overall health system to effect positive 
changes in attitudes and standards of care for people 
affected by leprosy, disability and HIV/Aids, as well as to 
promote safe motherhood. 

The Alliance contributed to the establishment and/or 
strengthening of 49 health governance structures at 
community level or within health care facilities to ensure 
the meaningful public participation in health decision 
making processes. HAB trained about 260 NGO partners, 
330 government health staff, and 220 village doctors. The 
network also reached out to 15,000 communities and 
trained hundred local government representatives, 265 
medical students and 78 social department staff. The 
biggest success of HAB was to effectively lobby the Ministry 
of Health, leading to the deployment of additional staff, 
medical supplies and health services to the Upazilla Health 
Complexes (UHCs). 

Malawi
Help a Child reaches out to 21 communities in Nkhata Bay 
district and Mzimba district. The program supports self- 
reliance and community based health care through existing 
community structures such as village development commit-
tees, village health committees, people living with HIV/Aids 
groups and religious congregations. In close collaboration 
with Chintheche rural hospital, the program trained seven-
teen support groups. One of the most successful outcomes 
of the program was the large reduction in the number of 
premarital pregnancies (from 13% in 2011 to 2% in 2015). 

This was attributed to the introduction of a youth-friendly 
learning environment through the sexual reproductive 
health clubs in primary schools, as well as training for local 
communities, teachers and health service providers. 

The Malawi Health Program of Foundation ICCO partners 
continued to work towards promotion of safe motherhood, 
HIV/Aids and SRHR. The program conducted participatory 
project review sessions with 102 community volunteers and 
facilitated two community dialogues (650 participants) on 
SRHR, including traditional and religious leaders. The health 
program also implemented two Stop Aids Now! co-funded 
projects

Uganda
Partner organizations in the Uganda Health Program built 
the capacity of 350 village health teams, religious leaders, 
health workers and community groups to increase their 
participation in the implementation of health and health 
related services. One of the key results of the program in 
2015 was the lobby and advocacy work undertaken at the 
national level through collaboration with NGOs such as the 
Inter-Religious Council of Uganda (IRCU), the Uganda AIDS 
Commission and the National Forum of People Living with 
HIV Network in Uganda (NAFOPHANU). The Uganda 
Christian Action Network (UCAN) conducted six regional 
conferences attended by nearly 300 religious leaders, with 
the aim of empowering church leaders to understand their 
role in supporting both HIV discordant couples as well as 
HIV positive concordant couples to be mutually faithful and 
committed to protecting each other from infection and 
re-infection. The program interventions have contributed to 
increased health seeking behavior and the use of diverse 
health services 

Stop Aids Now!
Stop Aids Now! and Share-Net contribute to Foundation 
ICCO’s knowledge and capacity as well as the knowledge 

and capacity of our partners in the South. Concrete exam-
ples are the learning network in Ethiopia on HIV and liveli-
hoods, and the training of trainers on young people and 
their SRHR initiated by Stop Aids Now! in which local staff 
and partners participated who, in turn, are now training 
other organizations.

6.6 BASIC EDUCATION
During the MFSII period the program supported: 
• Civil society organizations to contribute towards the 

improved quality. 
• Increased and equitable access to education. 
Country programs were guided by country coalitions, 
 sometimes supported by a local expertise centrum. 

Key Results
The program largely achieved its goals, meeting or exceeding 
its targets on twelve out of the fifteen output and out come 
MFSII indicators by the end of 2015 (see Figure 7.6). 

The program especially was successful in improved organi-
zational capacity of partners in such areas as project cycle 
and financial management, and resource mobilization. A 
factor behind some of the successes of the program was the 
effective implementation of community-based approaches 
(such as child clubs, self-help groups) in DR Congo, India 
and Uganda, as well as the STAR school approach in 
Ethiopia, Malawi and Ghana. The five key pillars of a good 
(STAR) school: an adequate, safe learning environment; 
pupils learning in an effective and joyful way; qualified 
teachers teaching effectively; capable school management; 
and parent and community involvement in governance of 
the school.

Since 2014 a number of linkages have been created between 
skills development and economic empowerment programs. 
Examples are Light up my Future in Kenya, the skills 
program in West Africa and India, PROOFS in Bangladesh 
and Buen Apetito in Bolivia.

Here, we report some results of the education program that 
was implemented in fourteen countries.

Burkina Faso, Mali and Senegal
From 2013 the program invested in market-oriented techni-
cal and vocational education and training (TVET) for out-of-
school youth. Market studies were carried out that identi-
fied several high potential value chains such as sesame and 
shea in Burkina Faso and Mali, and onion and milk in 
Senegal. Coalitions of five to six partners in each country 
then implemented TVET programs. In 2015, a total of 
10,074 youth and young adults (especially women) partici-
pated in the TVET program across the three countries, lead-
ing to improved access to work and sustainable income for 
nearly 80% of the trainees. The final program evaluation 
welcomed the direction taken and recommended: better 
orienting the skills training to the value chains so as to meet 

Output Results
Indicator Result Target On track?

Projects	representatives	(change	agents)	of	target	groups	have	a	say	in	decision	making	related	to	health	related	services 71% 70%

Governments	have	become	more	transparent	on	the	budget	and	implementation	of	pro	poor	policies 7 5

Increased	contribution	of	governments	to	financing	nurses,	doctors,	auxiliary	staff	and	volunteers 3 4

Change	agents	address	silence	and	stigma	around	disability,	HIV	and/or	SRHR	in	a	gender	sensitive	manner 82% 70%

Based on our MFSII business plan 2011-2015 Source: Foundation ICCO Monitoring Data, 2015

Figure	6.5	Results	Basic	Health	&	HIV/Aids

Faith-Based Organizations at the 
Forefront
Organizations	like	the	Ecumenical	HIV	and	Aids	
Initiatives	and	Advocacy	(EHAIA),	Strategies	for	Hope	
(SFH),	Ecumenical	Advocacy	Alliance	(EAA),	INERELA+	
(an		international	network	of	religious	leaders	living	with,	
or	personally	affected	by	HIV)	and	the	Christian	Aids	
Bureau	for	Southern	Africa	(CABSA)	are	working	in	the	
area	of	HIV	and	related	(often	controversial)	SRHR	
issues	like	gender-based	violence,	masculinity,	and	
sexual	identity.	These	organizations	were	in	2015	often	
at	the	forefront	of	starting	up	the	dialogue,	developing	
materials	to	facilitate	this	dialogue	with	religious	leaders	
and	within	religious	communities.	They	reached	a	vast	
number	of	people	with	their	products	and	activities	
because	they	either	work	regionally	(mainly	in	sub-
Sharan	Africa)	or	internationally.	In	2015,	e.g.	SFH	
organized	75	trainings	mainly	on	request	of	faith	lead-
ers	and/or	faith	based	organizations	of	which	more	
than	half	were	financed	by	other	donors.
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Program Evaluation Basic Education
The	projects	responded	to	all	‘Education	for	All’	
goals	and	the	national	education	policies	of	the	
respective	countries.	Evaluators	found	that	the	
projects	were	sufficiently	effective	in	delivering	the	
planned	services,	also	in	very	remote	areas,	often	
times	ensuring	beneficiary	ownership	and	in	several	
countries	in	cooperation	with	private	sector	actors.	
More	comprehensive	results	on	e.g.	learning	and	
lobbying	could	be	reached	by	a	stronger	focus	in	
countries	and	number	of	partners.	Cross-learning	
was	picked	up	at		coalition	level,	reaching	mainly	
management	level	but	not	yet	lower	staff	of	part-
ners.	Evaluator:	MDF	Training	&	Consultancy.

Early Recovery Work in Nepal
The	ECHO	funded	Nepal	Earthquake	Response	
Program	addresses	the	immediate	humanitarian	crisis	in	
the	wake	of	the	devastating	earthquake	on	25th	April	
2015	and,	the	subsequent	major	aftershock	of	May	
12th	2015.	The	project	has	been	built	on	the	ACT	
Alliance	consortia’s	initial	interventions	related	to	shel-
ter	and	water,	sanitation	&	hygiene	(WASH).	The	
response	program	targets	the	most	vulnerable	commu-
nities	and	displaced	persons	with	a	specific	focus	
placed	on	remote	corners.	

In	November	23,	the	first	winterization	program	began	
from	Makwanpur	district.	Almost	5,000	households	
across	the	targeted	districts	received	support	in	the	
form	of	warm	clothing,	blankets	and	cash	vouchers	
redeemable	on	food	and	medicine	items.	Construction	
of	167	houses	has	been	successfully	completed.	

Additionally,	765	beneficiaries	received	shelter-kits.	The	
ECHO	funded	program	was	implemented	through	a	
direct	participation	of	54	local	organizations	including	
fourteen	village	disaster	management	committees	and	
forty	water	users	committees.	Particular	attention	was	
paid	to	disaster	affected	communities	allowing	them	to	
build	and	bolster	their	disaster		resilience.	For	example,	
93	local	masons	and	carpenters	were	trained	in	resilient	
transitional	shelter	construction.

Through support from our constituency, EO Metterdaad, the 
SHO and through vast donations of the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs we were able to support life-saving aid in e.g. Nepal, 
Syria and surrounding countries, North-Iraq, Central-
African Republic, South Sudan, Nigeria and Greece.

Disaster Relief Alliance
In 2015 fourteen Dutch relief organizations have joined 
forces in the Dutch Relief Alliance (DRA). The Ministry of 
Foreign Trade and Development Cooperation made over a 
period of three years (2015-2017) EUR 120 million 
 available for DRA. The new partnership consists of the 
following organizations: CARE Netherlands, Cordaid, 
Dorcas, ICCO and Kerk in Actie, Oxfam, Save the Children, 
Tear, Terre des Hommes, Stichting Vluchteling, War Child, 
World Vision, ZOA, PLAN and the War Trauma Foundation. 
DRA helps to ensure that the money is effectively spent for 
relief and faster available in acute humanitarian crises and 
natural disasters. Joint assistance programs were conducted 
in Ethiopia, Nigeria, northern Iraq, Liberia related to the 
Ebola epidemic), South Sudan, Syria, Ukraine, Yemen, 
Vanuatu, the Central African Republic and Nepal. In 2015 
ICCO and Kerk in Actie were vice-chair of DRA and in 2016 
we will become chair.

Relief, Rehabilitation and Development
Disaster relief, rehabilitation and resilience are key to many 

the demands of consumers; continuing lobby and advocacy 
efforts for the rehabilitation of abandoned vocational train-
ing; taking greater account of TVET in agricultural sectors; 
and strengthening the capacity of communities in the 
management of vocational training. 

Uganda
The program in Uganda has been successful in creating 
strong programmatic coalitions that are linked at local, 
regional and national level, helping to increase partners’ 
effectiveness in terms of sharing technical expertise, learn-
ing and resource mobilization.10 local partner organizations 
reached over 300 primary schools, while achieving results 
in increased educational performance of pupils (100%) and 
increased participation of parents in schools, including 
increased say in decision-making, planning and implemen-
tation (98%). 

Several years of support for lobby and advocacy at various 
levels led to an important breakthrough at the national 
policy level in 2015. The education ministry issued two 
directives, the first requiring all school administrators to 
ensure availability of emergency sanitary towels and a 
changing room for girls in schools to address low attend-
ance and drop out by adolescent girls. The second directive 
banned all forms of violence against children in schools and 
mandated administrators to provide child-friendly commu-
nication mechanisms for reporting abuse and apprehending 
perpetrators. 

Cooperation improved through membership to several 
thematic working groups and platforms including the child 
protection working group; the teacher education working 
group; FENU, MLEN, WASH network, the National Menstrual 
Hygiene Management Steering Committee and the National 
NGO forum. This provided opportunity to interact with 
 strategic partners such as USAID, Save the Children 
International, World Vision, AFRIPads, SNV, and VSO.

6.7 HUMANITARIAN AID
Humanitarian aid is executed by Foundation ICCO in close 
cooperation with Kerk in Actie and aims in general to 
support local and national partners to:
• Provide life-saving aid.
• Help affected populations to make the first steps back to 

a “normal” life (rehabilitation).
• Improve the links between relief, rehabilitation and 

development interventions. 
• Contribute to disaster risk reduction by introducing.

Local and national partners form the core of our capacity, 
while the ACT Alliance provides an important entry point 
for our work on the ground. The consolidated appeals 
system of this network, in which implementing members 
that need resources produce a consolidated request to the 
rest of the network for support, is basic to our work. 
Moreover preparedness is organized inside this alliance.

of our partners who work in development as well as in 
relief. The aim is to prevent disasters, lessen their impact or 
prepare for pending disasters. The work in Madagascar and 
Ethiopia provide illustrative examples of how we work. In 
Madagascar communities have become more resilient 
towards cyclones. By learning new farming methods, the 
livelihoods of 2,700 farmer households have been strength-
ened. Also 35 cyclone-resistant houses of bamboo (a newly 
introduced construction material) have been constructed by 
trained local carpenters. Furthermore 25 early warning 
systems have been set-up to alert communities on upcom-
ing cyclones. 

In Ethiopia a two-year relief and rehabilitation capacity 
building trajectory involving eighteen local organizations 
was concluded by organizing a series of so-called write-
shops where they documented their achievements and 
lessons learned together. These local organizations worked 
with communities by strengthening community structures 
and their linkages with other stakeholders, deepening water 
ponds, constructing underground cisterns, strengthening 
livelihoods, and preparedness measures to allow for better 
disaster responses.

Our Response after the Earthquake Nepal
The response of ICCO and Kerk in Actie after the earthquake 
of April 25, 2015 in Nepal is a good example how we work 

Output Results
Indicator Result Target On track?

Target	groups	have	increased	say	in	decision-making,	planning	and	implementation 79% 82%

Pupils	have	improved	access	to	work	and	sustainable	income,	due	to	training 70% 60%

Number	of	primary	schools	in	underserviced	intervention 1,964*	 NA

Number	of	children	enrolling	in	schools	in	intervention 227,203	girls 
235,656	boys NA

*		per	year
Based on our MFSII business plan 2011-2015 Source: Foundation ICCO Monitoring Data, 2015
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been applied as the leading principles within the program, 
which contributes to the sustainability of impact. The WASH 
Alliance 2011-2015 report provides a lot of details on 
successes and lessons learned. The Dutch WASH Alliance 
continues its work in the WASH Alliance International, a 
consortium of hundred worldwide partners. The Dutch 
government has granted them EUR 6 million in 2016. 

Connect4Change
Foundation ICCO 
 participated in the 
Connect4Change Alliance (2011-2015) as coordinator of the 
ICT for economic development program. The other four 
consortium members were AKVO, Cordaid, Edukans and 
lead agency IICD. Over the last five years, the alliance has 
improved income and employment opportunities for small-
scale producers and entrepreneurs by using ICT. 

with our networks and national partners:
• Right after assuring that ICCO staff and their families 

were all safe and evacuated, we engaged in raising 
support through the network of churches of Kerk in 
Actie, the general Dutch public through SHO and the 
Dutch government through DRA. 

• At the same time, we engaged with the ACT Nepal 
Forum and its members to prepare the first response. 
Within 48 hours, ACT members started providing the 
first relief to thousands of survivors of the earthquake. 

• One month later, four national Nepalese partners, ICCO 
and Kerk in Actie, aided by colleagues from Kyrgyzstan, 
Bangladesh and India, prepared an action plan for 
recovery of livelihoods of 10,000 families affected by the 
earthquake in three remote districts.

• Thanks to the support received 15,000 families have 
benefitted so far from cash for food and shelter, latrines, 
safe drinking water, trauma counselling, temporary 
education facilities, and from support to recover their 
own sources of income. 

6.8  OTHER PROGRAMS 

Impulsis 
Foundation ICCO members 
Edukans and Kerk in Actie 
jointly operate Impulsis, a 
support program for Dutch 
civil society initiatives that are engaged in small scale devel-
opment cooperation projects. In 2015 Impulsis imple-
mented projects in 37 countries. The main funding and 
support criteria were in line with ongoing Foundation ICCO 
country programs on basic education, basic health & hiv/
aids, WASH, local entrepreneurship (food security and 
economic development) and climate. The budget for the 
year was just below EUR 1 million and was bound to MFSII 
criteria. Nearby seventy new contracts were signed.

After 2015 the Impulsis approach will be branded under 
Kerk in Actie Particulier Initiatief and ‘Edukans Partnership’ . 
The brand ‘Impulsis’ will cease to exist. Talks took place 
with Wild Geese Foundation in preparation of an application 
for the ‘Strategic Partnership on Lobby and Advocacy’ with 
the Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Within the scope of 
this partnership Wilde Geese Foundation joins forces in 
establishing training and coaching programs for southern 
partners. 

Change the Game
In 2015 Impulsis together with Wild Geese Foundation 
started an ambitious program to enhance capacity of local 
private initiative partners called ‘Change the Game’. This 
training program focuses on local fundraising and claim 
making power. These two elements will lead to more 
sustainability of the local partners. In 2015 trainers were 
trained on claim making power in Ethiopia, Uganda and 
South Africa and a face-to-face course on claim making was 
delivered in Ethiopia. Partners of Impulsis took part in face-
to-face courses in Kenya and Brazil, two pilot countries of 
Wilde Geese Foundation.

Togetthere 
Togetthere was the international 
program of ICCO and Kerk in Actie. 
As a consequence of the reorgani-
zation plan ‘Future Proofing ICCO’, 
Foundation ICCO decided to with-
draw. Kerk in Actie continues with Togetthere and offered in 
2015 travel packages for youth (Rwanda, Indonesia), all 
ages (Colombia) and a tailor made travel (Ghana) for local 
churches.

WASH Alliance
Foundation ICCO was 
member of the Dutch 
WASH Alliance (2011-2015), together with five other Dutch 
civil society organizations with extensive experience in 
water, sanitation and hygiene: Simavi, AKVO, AMREF, RAIN 
and WASTE. They cooperated with six partners in Europe 
and with close to seventy southern partners in eight coun-
tries. The main objective of the Alliance was to achieve 
increased sustainable access to and use of safe water and 
sanitation services and improved hygiene practices for 
women and marginalized groups.

Results
In all countries the program is being implemented as 
planned, even in Mali results were commendable, despite 
the security situation. The WASH program achieved the 
objective, except the target on the number of people with 
improved sanitation. Though growth over the past years 
was considerable, the final result in the seven countries fell 
14% short of the target. On the other hand the number of 
users of improved drinking water exceeded its target by 
12%. Average costs of providing access to improved drink-
ing water and sanitation have gone down to EUR 25 per 
person. The FIETS principles (Financial, Institutional, 
Environmental, Technical and Social Sustainability) have 

Results
The program was implemented in Peru, Bolivia, Mali, 
Burkina Faso, Ethiopia and Kenya and focused on economic 
development, for example in Burkina Faso where farmers 
faced problems due to a lack of sufficient trade information. 
With better access to price information, farmers doubled 
production and cashed four times more than before. The 
national shea sector umbrella Table Filière Karité and 
Afrique Verte launched a platform for trade information and 
food products marketing. This platform was accessed by 
mobile phone text messages to connect supply and demand 
and reached over 4,700 farmers. In Kenya, incomes 
increased by using ICT in several chains: sweet potato, 
onion, Irish potato and tomato. Farmers are now able to 
bargain for better prices and sell to competitive markets. 
Combined with improved farm productivity, this resulted in 
improved gross margin per acre. The annual turnover per 
farmer has increased from 160 euros to 660 euros. The 
effects of the ICT solutions were substantial: 68% of the 
farmers had an income increase of 20-25% compared to 
previous production seasons.
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07 FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 2015
7.1  BALANCE SHEET AS AT DECEMBER 31ST 2015
 (AFTER APPROPRIATION OF RESULT)

  

31 DECEMBER 2015 31 DECEMBER 2014

€ € € €
ASSETS

Fixed assets

Tangible	fixed	assets 1 	336,070	 	518,410	

Financial	fixed	assets 2 	4,927,396	 	1,214,240	

 5,263,466  1,732,650 

Current assets

Accounts	receivable	and	accrued	income 3 	12,342,122	 	18,828,642	

Securities 4 	6,026,872	 	5,796,333	

Cash	and	cash	equivalents 5 	27,920,770	 	37,606,251	

 46,289,764  62,231,226 

TOTAL ASSETS  51,553,230  63,963,876 

LIABILITIES

Reserves 6

Continuity	Reserve 	5,635,255	 	5,244,675	

Appropriation	Reserve 	1,824,014	 	1,754,333	

 7,459,269  6,999,008 
Funds 7

Appropriation	fund	projects 	4,169,452	 	4,260,758	

Appropriation	fund	guarantees 	6,386,998	 	5,324,678	

Appropriation	fund	loans	and	participations 	5,095,085	 	1,518,143	

Appropriation	fund	MFS	interest 	357,564	 	288,742	

 16,009,099  11,392,321 

Provisions 8  6,409,980  4,243,139 

Long-term liabilities 9  1,768,621  4,477,645 

Current liabilities 10  19,906,261  36,851,763 

TOTAL LIABILITIES  51,553,230  63,963,876

7.2  STATEMENT OF INCOME AND EXPENDITURE 2015

ACTUAL 2015 BUDGET 2015  ACTUAL 2014 

€ € € €  €  € 
Income 11

Government	grants	-	via	Coöperatie	ICCO	U.A. 	51,760,160	 	89,261,285	 	69,195,532	

Income	from	third	parties 	16,365,542	 	8,642,000	 	8,941,183	

Other	income 	1,931,768	 	1,000,000	 	1,223,448	

Income	from	investments 	311,151	 	150,000	 	814,495	

Income	from	own	fundraising	activities 	15,327	 	500,000	 	200,305	

Total income  70,383,948  99,553,285  80,374,963 

EXPENSES
Spent	on	objectives 12 	59,301,755	 	95,529,620	 	73,201,285	

Fundraising	costs 13 	1,662,534	 	2,206,556	 	2,329,196	

Management	and	Administration 	4,342,620	 	1,817,109	 	4,174,518	

Total expenses  65,306,909  99,553,285  79,704,999 

RESULT  5,077,039  -    669,964 

APPROPRIATION OF NET RESULT
Transferred to / from:
Continuity	Reserve 	390,580	 	-			 	869,703	

Appropriation	reserve	 	69,680	 	-			 	758,919	

Appropriation	fund	projects 	91,306- 	-			 	361,255	

Appropriation	fund	guarantees 	1,062,320	 	-			 	1,535,819-

Appropriation	fund	loans	and	participations 	3,576,943	 	-			 	81,441	

Appropriation	fund	MFS	interest 	68,822	 	-			 	134,465	

 RESULT  5,077,039  -    669,964 
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7.3  CASH FLOW STATEMENT 2015

2015 2014

€ € € €
Result	 	5,077,039	 	669,964	

Unrealized	result	securities 	57,772- 	595,223-

Change	in	other	provisions 	2,166,842	 	245,362	

Depreciation 	229,456	 	240,137	

Change	of	grants	receivables 	7,366,647	 	15,293,492	

Change	of	other	receivables 	880,127- 	51,459	

Change	of	project	obligations 	20,303,447- 	4,535,060-

Change	of	other	liabilities 	648,922	 	698,798	

Transfer	of	assets	and	liabilities	from	Coöperatie	ICCO	U.A. 	-			 	-			

Cash flow from operational activities 5,752,440-  12,068,929 

Investments	in	tangible	fixed	assets 	47,117- 	302,865-

Investments	in	financial	fixed	assets 	3,713,157- 	222,462	

Investments	in	securities	on	balance 	172,767- 	97,096-

Cash flow from investment activities  3,933,041-  177,499-

Transfer	of	cash	and	cash	equivalents	from	Coöperatie	ICCO	U.A. 	-			 	-			

Cash flow from financing activities  -    -   
TOTAL 9,685,481-  11,891,430 
Cash	and	cash	equivalents	at	the	end	of	the	financial	year 	27,920,770	 	37,606,251	

Cash	and	cash	equivalents	at	the	start	of	the	financial	year 	37,606,251	 	25,714,821	

Changes in cash and cash equivalents  9,685,481-  11,891,430

are added to the provision, exchange rate profits are not 
accounted.

This valuation methodology and accountability both applies 
to transactions in foreign currency as the foreign operations 
money. 

Use of Estimates
The drawing up of the financial statements requires the 
Executive Board to form opinions and make estimates and 
assumptions that influence the basic principles and the 
reported value of assets and liabilities, and of income and 
expenditure. The actual outcomes may differ from these 
estimates. The estimates and underlying assumptions are 
continuously assessed. Revisions of estimates are included 
in the period in which the estimate is revised and in future 
periods for which the revision has consequences.

Estimates are especially applied regarding the valuation of 
the portfolio of loans, participations and guarantees and 
regarding the provisions for reorganization.

Financial Instruments
Financial instruments include investments in shares and 
securities, trade and other receivables, cash items, loans 
and other financing commitments, and trade and other 
payables. 

Financial instruments are initially recognized at fair value. 
After initial recognition, financial instruments are valued as 
described below.

The credit risk is small as most of the receivables are from 
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs or the European Union.

Financial instruments that are held for trading
Financial instruments (assets and liabilities) that are held 
for trading are valued at fair value and changes in that fair 
value are accounted for in the statement of income and 
expenditure. In the first period of recognition, attributable 
transaction costs are included in the statement of income 
and expenditure as expenditure.

Securities
ICCO has a treasury policy stating the responsibilities and 
controls regarding management of securities and savings. 
The portfolio has to meet a set of sustainability criteria that 
measure the level of effort invested in achieving results 
regarding their social and environmental policies. ICCO’s 
treasury strategy is to have 25% shares (minimum of 15% 

7.4  EXPLANATORY NOTES TO THE  
 FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 2015

General Basic Principles for Preparation of the 
Financial Statements and Principal Activities
The financial statements consist of the statements of 
Stichting Interkerkelijke Organisatie voor Ontwikkelings
samenwerking ICCO, with legal statutory seat in Utrecht. 

The foundation is primarily involved in the reduction of 
poverty through development programs in the themes: Fair 
Economic Development, Fair Climate, Conflict Transformation 
& Democratization, Basic Education, Food and Nutrition 
Security, Basic Health, Water and ICT for Development.

The financial statements have been prepared in accordance 
with the Guideline 650 for Fundraising Institutions in the 
Netherlands.

For the execution of the Wet Normering Bezoldiging 
Topfunctionarissen in de (semi) publieke sector (WNT) the 
institution complied with the Beleidsregel toepassing WNT, 
regarding financial eligibility.

The financial year coincides with the calendar year. The 
applied basic principles for the valuation of assets and 
liabilities and the result determination are based on histori-
cal costs, unless indicated otherwise. Income and expendi-
ture are attributed to the period to which they pertain.

Going Concern
These financial statements have been prepared on the basis 
of the going concern assumption.

Transactions in Foreign Currency
Transactions are reported in Euro’s. Transactions in foreign 
currency are converted according to the exchange rate 
applying on the transaction date. Monetary assets and liabil-
ities that are denominated in foreign currency are converted 
into the functional currency according to the exchange rate 
applying on that day. Non-monetary assets and liabilities in 
foreign currency that are included at their historical cost 
price are converted to Euros according to the exchange rate 
applicable on the transaction date.

Exchange rate variances are reported in the result of income 
and expenses. Regarding participations exchange rate losses 

and maximum of 35%) and 75% euro denominated bonds 
(minimum of 65% and maximum of 85%).

To the extent that these are listed on a stock exchange, loans 
and bonds are valued at fair value. Changes in that fair value 
are accounted for in the statement of income and expendi-
ture. Loans and bonds that are not listed on a stock 
exchange will be valued at their amortized cost price on the 
basis of the effective interest method, less extraordinary 
depreciation loss.

Securities are used for the purpose of investments, amongst 
others to cover the amount in the continuity reserve.

Provided loans and other receivables
Provided loans and other receivables are valued at their 
amortized cost price on the basis of the effective interest 
method, less impairment losses.

Other financial commitments
Financial commitments that are not held for trading are 
valued at amortized cost on the basis of the effective 
 interest rate method.

Tangible Fixed Assets
The tangible fixed assets are valued at their acquisition 
price less the cumulative depreciations and impairment 
losses. The depreciations will be calculated as a percentage 
of the acquisition price according to the linear method on 
the basis of the economic lifespan, taking into account the 
residual value, if any. 

The depreciation percentages applied are:
Inventory and installations:  10% or 20%
Hardware and software – general: 33%
Hardware and software – ERP system: 20%
Company Cars:  33%

All tangible fixed assets are used for organizational 
purposes.

Financial Fixed Assets
Subsidiaries in which significant influence can be exercised 
on the business and financial policy are valued according 
to the equity method on the basis of the net asset value. 
The valuation principles of the foundation will be used to 
determine the net asset value. Holdings with a negative net 
asset value will be valued at nil and ICCO will make a provi-
sion for its share in the negative equity capital of these 
subsidiaries in case of liabilities for debts of the subsidiary.
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Subsidiaries in which no significant influence can be 
 exercised are valued at their acquisition price or their 
permanently lower going-concern value. Dividends are 
accounted for in the period in which they are made payable. 
Interest income is accounted for in the period in which it is 
achieved, taking into account the effective interest rate of 
the relevant asset. Profits and losses, if any, are accounted 
for under financial income and expenditure.

The financial fixed assets are presented net from the provi-
sions for losses in the portfolio of loans and participations.

Loans and participations are related to the objectives and 
not used for organizational or investment purposes.

Impairment
For tangible fixed assets an assessment is made as of each 
balance sheet date as to whether there are indications that 
these assets are subject to impairment. If there are such 
indications, then the recoverable value of the asset is esti-
mated. The recoverable value is the higher of the value in 
use and the net realizable value. If it is not possible to esti-
mate the recoverable value of an individual asset, then the 
recoverable value of each cash flow generating unit to which 
the asset belongs is estimated.

Receivables
Upon initial recognition the receivables are valued at fair 
value and then valued at amortized cost. The fair value and 
amortized cost equal the face value. Provisions deemed 
necessary for possible bad debt losses are deducted. These 
provisions are determined by individual assessment of the 
receivables.

Securities
Stocks and bonds should be valued initially at fair value. In a 
business transaction, the fair value at the time of the trans-
action will be equal to the cost price.
Transaction costs directly attributable to the acquisition of 
the shares and bonds may not be included in the initial 
measurement, on the subsequent valuation with fair value, 
transaction costs are recognized in the profit and loss 
account.

Reserves 
Continuity reserve
The continuity reserve has been created to safeguard the 
continuity in case of (temporary) highly disappointing 
income. The amount reserved is found to be sufficient to 
cover for liabilities from third parties, liabilities from 

Reorganization provision
In 2009, within the framework of the decentralization 
process, ProCoDe, a Redundancy Package for the employees 
who were redundant at the Utrecht office was agreed upon. 
In addition, within the framework of the reorganization 
process under MFS II in 2010, another Redundancy Package 
for the employees who were made redundant at the Utrecht 
office was agreed upon. The calculated provisions have been 
based on the number of redundant FTEs and the expected 
cost of termination and dismissal.

In addition, within the framework of the reorganization 
process under Future Proof, another Redundancy Package 
for the employees who were made redundant at the Utrecht 
office was agreed upon. The calculated provisions have been 
based on the number of redundant FTEs and the expected 
cost of termination and dismissal. The reorganization 
process under Future Proof has also its affect for employees 
in the Regional Offices. Another addition regards the reor-
ganization for restructuring ICCO in preparation of the 
financial restructuring after MFS II period. The reorganiza-
tion does contain both Utrecht office and Terrafina.  

Employee benefits/pensions (pledged contribution 
scheme)
Liabilities related to contributions to pension schemes on 
the basis of pledged contributions are included in the state-
ment of income and expenditure in the period in to which 
the contributions refer.

Long-term and Short-term Liabilities
Upon initial recognition, the loans and liabilities recorded 
are stated at fair value and then valued at amortized cost.

Income
Government grants
Government grants are credited to the statement of income 
and expenditure of the year in which the subsidized deploy-
ment takes place. Government grants are reported as 
income in proportion to the expenditures. 

Funds from the MFS II program of the Dutch Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs are received through Coöperatie ICCO U.A. 
For guarantees, loans, participations and inventories the 
amounts that are added to the risk provisions and the resid-
ual part of the amounts pursuant to provided principals and 
guarantees are accounted for as income and appropriated to 
the guarantees appropriation fund and the loans and partic-
ipations appropriation fund through result appropriation.

personnel and other short term risks. This is in accordance 
to the Goede Doelen Nederland guidelines for Financial 
Management.

Appropriation reserve 
The appropriation reserve has been created with funding 
acquired from the National Postcode Lottery. The limited 
deployment options of the appropriation reserve have been 
determined by the Executive Board and are not an 
 obligation. The Executive Board can lift these limitations 
itself.

Funds
Appropriation funds
Appropriation funds are those funds with a specific 
purpose, as indicated by third parties. It concerns the 
following funds:
• Project appropriation fund: concerns funding received 

for a specific project appropriation as indicated by third 
parties.

• Guarantee appropriation fund (pertaining to ICCO’s 
program objectives): concerns a fund to cover the 
 guarantee obligations which exceed the level of the 
guarantee provisions made.

• Loans and participations appropriation fund (pertaining 
to ICCO’s program objectives): concerns a fund to cover 
provided loans and participating interests above the 
level of the risk provisions taken for loans and 
 participating interests.

• MFS interest appropriation fund: concerns interest 
received on MFS funds that, pursuant to the grant 
scheme will be fully spent on the MFS objectives in the 
future.

Provisions
Unless stated otherwise provisions are valued at the face 
value of the expenditures that are expected to be necessary 
for settling the related obligations. 

Guarantee obligations provision
ICCO provides guarantees to (bank) institutions, which use 
this to provide loans to third parties. A provision has been 
recognized for the guarantees provided by ICCO, which is 
based on a risk assessment of country risk, project risk and 
global economy risk. In calculating the provision, the 
payment behavior of the relevant partner is also taken into 
account. The risks are based on the best practices, however, 
in some regions these risks cannot be determined precisely.

Income from our own fundraising activities/Income from 
third-party campaigns
This income is credited to the statement of income and 
expenditure in the year in which the income is received or 
pledged. Grants are reported as income in proportion to the 
expenditures.

Income from investments
This income is credited to the statement of income and 
expenditure in accordance with the abovementioned 
 valuation principles of financial instruments. Income out of 
interest from cash and cash equivalents is included in the 
statement of income and expenditure of the year to which it 
pertains.

Interest received on the bank account that is specifically 
used for income and payments related to the MFS program 
are added to the MFS appropriation fund through result 
appropriation.

Expenditure
In the statement of income and expenditure, the costs of 
ICCO’s own activities are subdivided as follows: spent on 
objectives, fundraising costs and management and adminis-
tration costs. The allocation principles used by ICCO and the 
allocation methods to determine this subdivision have been 
detailed in the explanatory notes to the financial 
statements.

Spent on objectives
These expenditures consist of grants to third parties, contri-
butions and execution costs. The expenditure due to grants 
to third parties is charged to the statement of income and 
expenditure in the year in which ICCO agrees to the grants 
and/or makes the contribution. 

The expenditure and income related to MFS II grant in the 
financial statements therefore consist of both: 
• The expenditure due to grants to third parties (ICCO’s 

share of the grant) charged to the statement of income 
and expenditure in the year in which ICCO agrees to the 
grants and/or makes the contribution and the funds are 
confirmed; and 

• The expenditure for the liability resulting from the 
budget allocated to the Alliance members charged to the 
statement of income and expenditure in the year in 
which ICCO receives the MFS II budget from the Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs. 
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The following applies specifically to the guarantees 
provided by ICCO: ICCO will designate an amount pertaining 
to the risk of the relevant guarantee actually leading to 
expenditure as expenditure in the year in which the 
 guarantee is provided. In ICCO’s balance sheet, the possible 
liabilities that arise from the provided guarantees are 
reflected in the guarantee obligations provision. The finan-
cial consequences of changes in the risks pertaining to the 
provided guarantees and/or the amount in guarantees 
provided lead to an adjustment of the provision in the year 
in which the change occurs. Additions to and/or deductions 
from the guarantee obligations provision are processed 
through the “Spent on objectives” item in the statement of 
income and expenditure. 

The following applies specifically to the payments made by 
ICCO related to loans and participations: ICCO will designate 
an amount pertaining to the risk of value depreciation of the 
relevant asset as expenditure in the year in which the value 
depreciation occurs. In ICCO’s balance sheet, the possible 
value depreciations are reflected in the loans and participa-
tions provision (this provision is balanced against the level 
of the loans and participations). The financial effect of 
changes in the risks and/or the amount of outstanding loans 
and participations leads to an adjustment of the provision in 
the year in which the change occurs. Additions to and/or 
deductions from the loans and participating interests 
 provision are processed through the “Spent on objectives” 
item in the statement of income and expenditure.

The execution costs are charged to the statement of income 
and expenditure in the year to which they pertain.

Fundraising costs
These costs are charged to the statement of income and 
expenditure in the year to which they pertain.

Management and administration costs
These costs are charged to the statement of income and 
expenditure in the year to which they pertain.

Personnel Expenses
Pension plans personnel
As at year-end 2015, there are no obligations for which a 
pension provision has been included, as was the case as at 
year-end 2014. The pension contribution charged to the 
profit and loss account amounts to EUR 1,141,873 over 
2015 (2014: EUR 1,129,367).

7.5  EXPLANATORY NOTES TO THE ITEMS ON THE BALANCE SHEET

1  TANGIBLE FIXED ASSETS

Movements in the tangible fixed assets are as follows:

INVENTORY 
AND  

INSTALLATIONS

HARD- AND 
SOFTWARE 

GENERAL 

HARD- AND 
SOFTWARE 

ERP SYSTEM

COMPANY 
CARS

TOTAL 
 TANGIBLE 

FIXED ASSETS

€ € € € €

Acquisition/Manufacturing	cost	as	at	January	1,	2015 1,012,634	 1,170,699	 1,416,400	 240,370	 3,840,103	

Cumulative	depreciation	and	other	impairment	in	value	as	at	January	1,	2015 920,349- 825,130- 1,377,178- 199,036- 3,321,693-

CARRYING AMOUNT AS AT JANUARY 1, 2015 92,285 345,569 39,222 41,334 518,410 

Investments 	-			 48,092	 	-			 	-			 48,092	

Amount	of	disposals	(acquisition) 607,219- 8,645- 	-			 	-			 615,864-

Amount	of	disposals	(depreciation) 607,219	 7,658	 	-			 	-			 614,877	

Depreciation 22,729- 163,041- 20,860- 22,815- 229,445-

CARRYING AMOUNT AS AT DECEMBER 31, 2015 22,729- 115,936- 20,860- 22,815- 182,340-

Acquisition/Manufacturing	cost	as	at	December	31,	2015 405,415	 1,210,146	 1,416,400	 240,370	 3,272,331	

Cumulative	depreciation	and	other	impairment	in	value	as	at	December	31,	2015 335,859- 980,513- 1,398,038- 221,851- 2,936,261-

CARRYING AMOUNT AS AT DECEMBER 31, 2015 69,556 229,633 18,362 18,519 336,070 

DEPRECIATION PERCENTAGES 10%-20% 33% 20% 33%

 

The investments relate to hardware acquired for the global office and the regional offices. 

2  FINANCIAL FIXED ASSETS

Loans and Participations
The movement of this item, excluding the provision for loans and participating interests, is as follows:

PARTICIPATIONS IN 
THIRD COMPANIES

RECEIVABLES FROM 
THIRD COMPANIES

OTHER ASSOCIATED 
COMPANIES TOTAL

€ € € €
Carrying	amount	as	at	January	1,	2015 893,437 2,337,660 0 3,231,097

Movements:

Purchases,	loans	granted 163,778 1,531,430 3,250,000 4,945,208

Sales,	redemptions 0 -89,607 0 -89,607

Exchange	rate	differences 0 0 0 0

Write	offs 0 -834,365 0 -834,365

Reversals	of	impairments 0 0 0 0

Revaluations 0 0 0 0

Transfer	to	current	assets 0 	-105,607	 0 -105,607

Associated	company	dividends 0 0 0 0

Other	changes	in	equity 0 3,386 0 3,386

CARRYING VALUE AS AT DECEMBER 31, 2015 1,057,215 2,842,897 3,250,000 7,150,112

Pursuant to the Dutch pension system this plan is financed 
by contributions to pension fund PFZW, an industry pension 
fund. Participation in this pension fund has been made 
obligatory in the collective labor agreement applicable to 
Foundation ICCO. 

The related accrued entitlements are always fully financed 
in the related calendar year through – at least – cost 
 effective contribution payments. The pension plan is a 
career average plan including – for both active and inactive 
participants (sleepers and retired persons) – conditional 
granting of supplements. The granting of supplements 
depends on it the investment return.

The annual accrual of the pension entitlements amounts to 
23,9% of the pensionable salary that is based on the gross 
wage net of a deductible of EUR 12,380,819. The annual 
employer-paid contribution is at least 10,02% of the 
pensionable salary. Based on the funding ratio and expected 
returns the board of the industry pension fund sets the 
contribution every year.

The related industry pension has stated that the funding 
ratio is 97% in 2015 (2014: 102%). Based on the adminis-
trative regulations the group has no obligation to make 
additional contributions in the event of a deficit other than 
through higher future contributions.

For employees of several regional offices a monthly 
 reservation is made which is payable when the contract is 
terminated or when the employee retires. There is need to 
provide for pension obligations.

Cash Flow Statement 
The cash flow statement was drawn up on the basis of the 
indirect method. Cash flows in foreign currency were 
converted to Euros, using the weighted average conversion 
rates for the relevant periods.

Cash and cash equivalents consist of current accounts in the 
Netherlands and for the regional offices, saving accounts 
and cash held at the global or regional offices. The bank 
balance of the Investment account is classified as cash and 
cash equivalents.

The cash flow movements are specified in the explanatory 
notes of the balance sheet and the statement of income and 
expenses.
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The Purchases, loans granted relates to the participation the new acquired participation in Foundation Business4Impact of 
EUR 3.25 million; loans regard the imbursement of 7 loans.

The write offs regards the participations and loans in and to Africa Juice and Fruta SA. Both companies are expected not be 
solvent. The devaluation in 2015 relates mainly to write-offs of loans and five participations. 
The receivables within one year have been transferred to current assets.

The movement of the provision for the financial fixed assets is as follows:

PARTICIPATIONS IN 
THIRD COMPANIES

RECEIVABLES FROM 
THIRD COMPANIES

OTHER ASSOCIATED 
COMPANIES TOTAL

€ € € €
Carrying	amount	as	at	January	1,	2015 164,102 1,852,754 0 2,016,856

Additions 62,081 819,975 0 882,056

Deduction -11,196 -665,000 0 -676,196

CARRYING VALUE AS AT DECEMBER 31, 2015 214,987 2,007,729 0 2,222,716

BALANCE OF LOANS AND PARTICIPATING INTERESTS 842,228 835,168 3,250,000 4,927,396

The provision for the financial fixed assets is based on a risk assessment of country risk, project risk and global economy risk.
The provision is determined on an annual basis by ICCO based on a systematic method that takes into account the above 
mentioned risks. However, in the regions where ICCO operates, the appropriate information cannot always be determined, 
due to economic and political factors. As a result in some regions it is not possible to determine the exact risks. As a 
 consequence the actual outcome might significantly differ from ICCO’s estimate.

3  ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE AND ACCRUED INCOME

The specification of this item is as follows:

 31 DECEMBER 2015 31 DECEMBER 2014

 € €
Donors 	9,821,089	 	17,187,736	

Short	term	receivables	loans 	105,607	 	303,883	

Income	from	securities	and	interest 	73,986	 	207,411	

Receivables	from	employees 	20,464	 	67,475	

Receivables	from	group	companies 	863,097	 	105,581	

Prepayments 	282,175	 	291,733	

Other	receivables	and	accrued	income 	1,175,704	 	664,823	

 12,342,122  18,828,642

 
Donors
This item concerns the amounts to be received from Coöperatie ICCO U.A. regarding the MFS II grant and other amounts to be 
received based on the approval given by EU, DGIS and third parties concerning special project grants. The amounts to be 
received from the cooperative regarding MFS grants are to be used after 2015 to finance payments resulting from project 
commitments, provisions and allocation of the appropriation funds guarantees, loans and participations as stated in the 
balance sheet at December 31st 2015.  

Receivables from Group Companies
In 2015 Foundation ICCO has a receivable of EUR 799,139 with the Coöperatie ICCO U.A.

Other Receivables and Accrued Income
This item consists of general accounts receivable and receivables regarding costs transferred to other parties such as the 
participants in Coöperatie ICCO U.A.

3   SECURITIES

The composition of this item is as follows:

2015 2014

€ % € %
Stocks 1,528,256 25,4% 1,512,560 26,1%

Bonds 4,428,557 73,5% 4,215,063 72,7%

Oikocredit	stocks 70,059 1,2% 68,710 1,2%

BALANCE AS  PER 31 DECEMBER  6,026,872 100%  5,796,333 100%

STOCKS BONDS AND SUB-
ORDINATED LOANS

PARTICIPATION 
OIKOCREDIT" TOTAL

€ € € €
Book	value	as	per	1	January 	1,512,560	 	4,215,063	 	68,710	 	5,796,333	

Acquisitions 486,612	 	1,875,597	 	2,362,209	

Dividend	payment	in	participations 	1,349	 	1,349	

 1,999,172  6,090,660  70,059  8,159,891 

Sales 	586,745- 	1,604,046- 	2,190,791-

 1,412,427  4,486,614  70,059  5,969,100 

Value	changes	of	the	share	price	as	a	result	of	valuation 	115,829	 	58,057- 	57,772	

BOOK VALUE AS PER 31 DECEMBER  1,528,256  4,428,557  70,059  6,026,872 

The return consists of the following components:

DIVIDEND AND 
INTEREST

UNREALISED  
PROFIT

REALISED  
PROFIT TOTAL

€ € € €
Stocks 	30,861	 	115,829	 	37,988	 	184,678	

Bonds 	82,654	 	58,057- 	21,623	 	46,220	

Participating	interest 	1,361	 	1,361	

 114,876  57,772  59,611  232,259 
Interest	on	cash	and	cash	equivalents 	78,892	

TOTAL INCOME FROM INVESTMENTS  311,151

The securities are at the free disposal of the foundation. 

Stocks, Bonds and Subordinated Loans 
The stocks, bonds and subordinated loans have been valued at the market price at the end of the year. The value changes are 
accounted for under “Income from investments”. The 2015 financial year was a turbulent year on the stock markets. The 
performance in the last quarter of 2015 was almost good for the full year performance. In that way it gave still a good result 
per year end. At the end of the year, the nominal value of the bonds amounts to EUR 4,130,000.

The securities are in conformity with ICCO’s treasury strategy, which is to have 25% shares (minimum of 15% and maximum 
of 35%) and 75% Euro denominated bonds (minimum of 65% and maximum of 85%).

Oikocredit 
The Oikocredit stock is included at nominal value.
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5  CASH and CASH EQUIVALENTS

The specification of this item is as follows:

31 DECEMBER 2015 31 DECEMBER 2014

€ € € €
Banks	 	27,881,959	 	37,572,231	

Cash 	38,811	 	34,020	

 27,920,770  37,606,251
 

The balance of cash and cash equivalents includes an amount of restricted cash of EUR 2,980,365 (2014: EUR 5,482,067). 
The banks of the foundation have blocked these amounts for outstanding guarantees arising from loans, participations and 
guarantees and also from donors such as EU.

6  RESERVES

Continuity Reserve
The changes in the continuity reserve in the financial year are as follows:

31 DECEMBER 2015 31 DECEMBER 2014

€ € 
Balance	as	at	1	January 	5,244,674	 	4,374,971	

Less/plus:	from	appropriation	of	results 	390,581	 	869,703	

BALANCE AS AT 31 DECEMBER  5,635,255  5,244,674 

The appropriation of results to the Continuity reserve relates to the result of 2015 including the result of investments EUR 
232,259 (2014: EUR 724,609).  

Appropriation Reserve 
The changes in the appropriation reserve in the financial year are as follows:

31 DECEMBER 2015 31 DECEMBER 2014

€ € 
Balance	as	at	1	January 	1,754,334	 	995,415	

Less/plus:	from	appropriation	of	results 	69,680	 	758,919	

BALANCE AS AT 31 DECEMBER  1,824,014  1,754,334

The movements in this reserve relate to the actual movement of income and expenditure for this reserve in 2015. 

This appropriation reserve as at 31 December 2015 consists of the funds received from the National Postcode Lottery, for 
which the Executive Board has determined a specific purpose. An amount of EUR 719,680 was spent on projects, like value 
proposition, communication and relation activities and business incubation. A transfer of EUR 650,000 was made to the 
appropriation fund VER’s within Coöperatie ICCO U.A. In 2015 an amount of EUR 1,350,000 is the contribution from National 
Postcode Lottery over the year 2014, received in 2015.

7  FUNDS

Appropriation funds concern funding received for a specific purpose as indicated by third parties. The movement of the 
appropriation funds is as follows:

PROJECT APPROPRIATION FUND 31 DECEMBER 2015 31 DECEMBER 2014

€ € 
Balance	as	at	1	January 	4,260,758	 	3,899,503	

Less/plus:	from	appropriation	of	results 	91,306- 	361,255	

BALANCE AS AT 31 DECEMBER  4,169,452  4,260,758

The appropriation fund project consists of several contributions from third parties (non-governmental) which can only be 
used for specific purposes as specified by these parties.

The movement in the appropriation fund Projects relates to the positive mutation in the income and expenditure of the fund 
in 2015. 

GUARANTEE APPROPRIATION FUND 31 DECEMBER 2015 31 DECEMBER 2014

€ € 
Balance	as	at	1	January 	5,324,678	 	6,860,497	

Less/plus:	from	appropriation	of	results 	1,062,320	 	1,535,819-

BALANCE AS AT 31 DECEMBER  6,386,998  5,324,678 

The appropriation fund is based on the guarantees related to the loans issued by Foundation ICCO. The appropriation fund 
Guarantee was higher than in 2014 because of a higher liability covered. An amount of EUR 2,061.080 has been added with 
regards to short term credits. The amount of guarantees at risk have been provided, the balance is accounted in this 
 appropriation fund.

LOANS AND PARTICIPATIONS APPROPRIATION FUND 31 DECEMBER 2015 31 DECEMBER 2014

€ € 
Balance	as	at	1	January 	1,518,142	 	1,436,702	

Less/plus:	from	appropriation	of	results 	3,576,943	 	81,440	

BALANCE AS AT 31 DECEMBER  5,095,085  1,518,142
 

The appropriation fund Loans and Participations was increased with the participation in Business4Impact (EUR 3.25 
million). Furthermore the fund was increased with the movement in the provision for loans and participations 
(EUR 325,441).

APPROPRIATION FUND MFS INTEREST 31 DECEMBER 2015 31 DECEMBER 2014

€ € 
Balance	as	at	1	January 	288,742	 	154,278	

Less/plus:	from	appropriation	of	results 	68,822	 	134,464	

BALANCE AS AT 31 DECEMBER  357,564  288,742 

The movement in this fund relates to interest received on MFS bank accounts in the foundation in 2015.
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8  PROVISIONS

The specification of the provisions is as follows:

31 DECEMBER 2015 31 DECEMBER 2014

€ €
Reorganization	provision	ProCoDe 	620,976	 	786,196	

Social	Plan	MFS	II	provision 	312,669	 	349,004	

Provision	Restructuring	2014-2016 	584,363	 	-			

Provision	Terrafina 	61,723	 	-			

Reorganization	provision	Future	Proof 	1,033,428	 	-			

Provision	VAT 	816,458	 	-			

Guarantee	obligations	 	2,980,365	 	3,107,939	

 6,409,980  4,243,139

An amount of approximately EUR 1,407,441 is due after one year.

The movement in the provision for reorganization ProCoDe is as follows:

31 DECEMBER 2015 31 DECEMBER 2014

€ € 
Balance	as	at	1st	January 	786,196	 	1,017,898	

Less:	Payments 	165,220- 	231,702-

Mutation	of	provision 	-			 	-			

BALANCE AS AT 31 DECEMBER  620,976  786,196

A provision was made in 2009 for the costs of the Redundancy Package agreed upon for the ICCO employees who were 
 redundant at the Utrecht office. In 2015 an amount of EUR 165,220 was spent. Based on recalculation of the expected 
expenditure it was not necessary to make any additional provisions. 

The movement in the provision for Social Plan MFS II is as follows:

31 DECEMBER 2015 31 DECEMBER 2014

€ € 
Balance	as	at	1st	January 	349,004	 	374,616	

Less:	Payments 	76,803- 	25,612-

Mutation	of	provision 	40,468	 	-			

BALANCE AS AT 31 DECEMBER  312,669  349,004

A provision was made in 2010 for the reorganization, which resulted from the severe cut of government grant at the end of 
2010. Based on the Redundancy Package agreed upon for the ICCO employees, an amount of EUR 76,803 was spent in 2015. 
Based on recalculation of the expected expenditure it was necessary to make an addition of EUR 40,468.

The movement in the provision for Restructuring 2014-2016 is as follows:

31 DECEMBER 2015 31 DECEMBER 2014

€ € 
Balance	as	at	1st	January 	-			 	-			

Less:	Payments 	-			 	-			

Mutation	of	provision 	584,362	 	-			

BALANCE AS AT 31 DECEMBER  584,362  -   

A provision is made in 2015 for the reorganization that started to reshape ICCO for the period after the MFS II period. Based 
on the calculation of the expected expenditure it was necessary to make a provision of EUR 584,362.

The movement in the provision for Terrafina is as follows:

31 DECEMBER 2015 31 DECEMBER 2014

€ € 
Balance	as	at	1st	January 	-			

Less:	Payments 	-			

Mutation	of	provision 	61,723	 	-			

BALANCE AS AT 31 DECEMBER  61,723  -   

A provision is made in 2015 for the reorganization that started to downsize ICCO for the period after the MFS II period. This 
reorganization relates in particular to the Terrafina department in which ICCO, Rabobank and Oikocredit work together in a 
tripartite way. Based on the calculation of the expected expenditure it was necessary to make a provision of EUR 61,723.

The movement in the provision for Future Proof is as follows:

31 DECEMBER 2015 31 DECEMBER 2014

€ € 
Balance	as	at	1st	January 	-			

Less:	Payments 	-			

Mutation	of	provision 	1,033,428	 	-			

BALANCE AS AT 31 DECEMBER  1,033,428  -   

A provision is made in 2015 for the reorganization that resulted from the next severe cut of government grant at the end of 
the MFS II period. This reorganization has impact in the Regional Offices as well as in the Global Office in Utrecht. Based on 
the calculation of the expected expenditure it was necessary to make a provision of EUR 1,033,428.

The movement in the provision VAT is as follows:

31 DECEMBER 2015 31 DECEMBER 2014

€ € 
Balance	as	at	1st	January 	-			

Less:	Payments 	-			

Mutation	of	provision 	816,458	 	-			

BALANCE AS AT 31 DECEMBER  816,458  -   

During the period 2011-2015 consultants have been hired by Foundation ICCO from F&S Advisory Services BV. The invoices 
have been charged without adding VAT. Foundation ICCO is of the opinion that it forms a fiscal unit for the VAT with its 
subsidiaries. Based on the current discussion with the Dutch Tax Authority there is however a risk that the VAT has to be 
paid. 

The movement in the provision for guarantee obligations is as follows:

31 DECEMBER 2015 31 DECEMBER 2014

€ € 
Balance	as	at	1st	January 	3,107,939	 	2,605,263	

Less:	Called	guarantees 	528,098- 	209,139-

Mutation	of	provision 	400,524	 	711,815	

BALANCE AS AT 31 DECEMBER  2,980,365  3,107,939

This provision is determined on the basis of an assessment of the risk of a guarantee being called in, on the basis of earlier 
experience figures. In these figures, the risk per country is taken into account, where necessary increased with the risk per 
partner, based on the partner’s payment behavior. On December 31st 2015, ICCO guarantees payment of an amount of 
EUR 9,367,363 (2014: EUR 8,432,617). 
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The risk assessment consists of country risk, project risk and global economy risk. The total risk of the portfolio amounts to 
41% (2014: 37%). Changes in the provision are charged to the statement of income and expenditure.

The reduction of the provision was mainly due to a reduction of the portfolio.

9  LONG-TERM LIABILITIES

This item consists of long-term project commitments.

31 DECEMBER 2015 31 DECEMBER 2014

€ €
Project commitments

2016 	-			 	3,460,166	

2017 	1,505,845	 	1,017,479	

2018	and	further 	262,776	 	-			

 1,768,621  4,477,645

10  CURRENT LIABILITIES

The specification of this item is as follows:

31 DECEMBER 2015 31 DECEMBER 2014

€ €
Project	commitments 	12,888,002	 	31,461,663	

Project	related	commitments 	1,842,941	 	863,703	

Accruals	and	deferred	income 	2,321,621	 	2,059,967	

Accounts	payable 	442,103	 	108,232	

Liabilities	to	participants 	381,847	 	259,543	

Liabilities	to	group	companies 	447,696	 	301,087	

Security	contributions 	561,384	 	573,490	

Reservation	for	holiday	allowance 	143,140	 	182,358	

Provision	for	holidays 	182,180	 	214,998	

Amounts	owed	to	staff 	127,583	 	3,893-

Other	liabilities 	567,764	 	830,615	

 19,906,261  36,851,763 

 
Project Commitments
Project commitments consist of subsidy contracts with partners related to the objectives payable on short term. 
Commitments payable after one year are reported under long-term liabilities. The commitments demonstrate a high decrease 
due to the fact that MFS II period is coming to an end.

Accruals and Deferred Income
In 2015 the amount for overhead covered in projects is EUR 260,000 higher than in 2014.

Liabilities to Participants
Liabilities to participants are payments due to Prisma, Edukans and PKN. 

Liabilities to Group Companies
Liabilities to group companies are payments due to F&S Advisory Services B.V.

Amounts owed to Staff
In 2014 the amount was included in Other Liabilities. 

Related Parties
Foundation ICCO is related to Coöperatie ICCO U.A. The cooperative is the lead agent in the ICCO Alliance and funds from the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs are received through the cooperative. As at December 31st 2015 Foundation ICCO has an amount of 
EUR 4,124,330 (2014: Euro 8,490,326) receivable from Coöperatie ICCO U.A. regarding MFS funds and transferred organiza-
tional costs. We refer to the paragraph in the general basic principles for preparation of the financial statements and  principal 
activities, in which the activities between the foundation and Coöperatie ICCO U.A. are explained. 

In a limited number of cases ICCO has a seat in the board of organizations in which ICCO has a participation. ICCO has no 
significant influence on these parties. The participations held by ICCO are related to the objectives. 

Liabilities Not Included in the Balance Sheet
Receivable VAT
Starting in 2012, the VAT returns have not been rewarded by the Dutch Tax Authorities. ICCO holds the opinion that the 
 activities are taxable for VAT, according to VAT resolution 283, which states that, if an organization performs projects with the 
help of third parties in foreign countries, the activities are taxable by Dutch VAT regulations. This implicates that income is 
charged with 0% VAT and that the VAT included in purchases and investments is deductible and receivable. In 2015 an appeal 
has been made against the decision of the Tax Authorities in which the receivable VAT amount has been calculated at EUR 
3,337,942. The date for the court case is per date unknown. 

- Multiannual financial liabilities:
Rental agreement Protestant Church (PKN)
A rental agreement was entered into with the PKN for a period of 5 years. ICCO and Kerk in Actie jointly rent 1,858 m2. This 
agreement is adjusted in 2013 for 2013-2015, based on reduction to 1,283 m2 and a total rental price of EUR 560,000 per 
annum, which includes rent of the building and conference rooms. The rental agreement is under negotiation. 

- Liabilities to subsidize liabilities of third parties:
Issued bank guarantees
As at December 31st 2015, ICCO has issued bank guarantees for a total amount of   EUR 2,980,365. This amount pertains to 
guarantees (including mentioned ING Loan guarantee) and are part of the amount of provided guarantees of EUR 9,367,363 
as included in explanation number 8 “Provisions” to these financial statements. The remaining EUR 6,386,998 concerns the 
value of guarantees for liabilities that were not included in the balance sheet. 
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7.6  EXPLANATORY NOTES TO THE ITEMS ON THE STATEMENT OF INCOME  
 AND EXPENDITURE

11  INCOME

ACTUAL 2015 ACTUAL 2014

€ € € €
Subsidies of governments 

BUZA	MFS	II	via	ICCO	Coöperatie	U.A.

	-	ICCO	Alliance 	37,917,107	 	53,769,532	

	-	WASH	Alliance 	891,184	 	2,504,354	

	-	Connect	for	Change	Alliance 	305,350	 	2,075,135	

DGIS	-	special	projects 	12,354,582	 	8,327,399	

Total Dutch government  51,468,223  66,676,420 
EU	grants 	291,937	 	2,519,112	

 51,760,160  69,195,532 
Income from third party campaigns  16,365,542  8,941,183 

Other income/ interest MFS

Interest	cash	and	cash	equivalents	MFS 	68,822	 	134,465	

Income	Loans,	Participations	&	Guarantees 	273,526	 	156,127	

Other	income 	1,589,420	 	932,856	

 1,931,768  1,223,448 
Investments income

Investment	results 	232,259	 	724,609	

Interest	cash	and	cash	equivalents 	78,892	 	89,886	

 311,151  814,495 
Income frow own fundraising activities  15,327  200,305 

TOTAL INCOME  70,383,948  80,374,963

General
The recognized income includes any organizational costs.

Subsidies of governments
The income from grants is composed by income from the Dutch government’s co-financing program (MFS II), income from 
DGIS and the European Union.

Within the MFS II program ICCO participates in three Alliances: the ICCO Alliance (as lead agent), the WASH Alliance and the 
Connect4Change Alliance. In 2015 an amount of EUR 45.867.827 was received from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs for the 
ICCO Alliance. In 2015 an amount of EUR 1,744,432 was received from Simavi regarding the Wash Alliance. Furthermore in 
2015 an amount of EUR 820,649 was received regarding the Connect4Change Alliance. 

An amount of EUR 27,211,809 was recognized as income for ICCO as a result of project commitments and as coverage for 
organizational costs. As of 2011 the MFS funds transferred to our ICCO Alliance partners are recognized as income 
(and expenditure). In 2015 this represents an addition of income of EUR 10,705,298. 

For the WASH and Connect4Change Alliances ICCO recognized respectively the amounts of EUR 891,184 and EUR 305,350 as 
income in 2015.
 
For DGIS an amount of EUR 12,354,582 was recognized as income as a result of project funds raised mainly by the regional 
offices Central and Eastern Africa, South Asia and Central America. An amount of EUR 291,937 was recognized as income 
from the European Union as a result of project commitments approved by the European Union.

Income from third party campaigns
Income from third party campaigns includes funds received from Stop Aids Now!, National Postcode Lottery, Rabobank 
Foundation, Albert Heijn Foundation, Church of Sweden EUR 212,901 and others. The amounts pledged by Stop Aids Now! 
and National Postcode Lottery are respectively EUR 500,000 and EUR 1,350,000. ICCO received an amount of EUR 22,857 
from Utrecht for the Milleniumregeling in 2015. 

Other income
Other Income consists of interest, income from the portfolio of Loans, Participations and Guarantees. 

The income in the foundation is allocated to the reserves and funds through result appropriation. 

Coverage
A general observation is that as a part of the Income coverage for project overhead expenses is accounted. The related 
expenditure is reported in the expenses (C1-C6 categories).

Investments income
Result investments include unrealized gains and losses of EUR 57,772.

Income from our own fundraising activities
This amount includes the estates received for the benefit of ICCO, as well as other fundraising income, such as donations, 
legacies and contributions. 
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12  EXPENDITURE

The expenditure related to the objectives is divided over the themes as follows:

ACTUAL 2015 ACTUAL 2014

MAIN OBJECTIVES € € € €
Fair Economic Development
Program	Costs 	7,656,226	 	16,098,666	
Execution	costs 	8,411,077	 	6,409,618	

 16,067,303  22,508,284 
Fair Climate
Program	Costs 	771,590	 	4,071,003	
Execution	costs 	837,831	 	772,033	

 1,609,421  4,843,035 
Conflict Transformation & Democratisation
Program	Costs 	4,614,875	 	14,179,793	
Execution	costs 	4,099,379	 	2,894,575	

 8,714,254  17,074,368 
Basic Education
Program	Costs 	2,085,111	 	1,389,154	
Execution	costs 	951,448	 	350,854	

 3,036,559  1,740,008 
Food and Nutrition Security
Program	Costs 	3,439,375	 	6,116,191	
Execution	costs 	3,666,676	 	2,513,793	

 7,106,051  8,629,983 
Basic Health & HIV - AIDS
Program	Costs 	2,138,840	 	1,936,435	
Execution	costs 	1,044,766	 	411,457	

 3,183,606  2,347,893 
Water
Program	Costs 	453,636	 	2,108,326	
Execution	costs 	288,122	 	357,976	

 741,758  2,466,302 
ICT for Economic Development
Program	Costs 	94,310- 	1,746,135	
Execution	costs 	320,000	 	212,920	

 225,690  1,959,055 
Planning, Monitoring and Evaluation
Program	Costs 	451,221	 	290,886	
Execution	costs 	464,076	 	445,389	

 915,297  736,276 
Disaster Management/Humanitarian Aid
Program	Costs 	5,406,032	 	-			
Execution	costs 	1,590,486	 	-			

 6,996,518  -   
Alliance Partners
Program	Costs 	10,705,298	 	10,896,082	
Execution	costs

 10,705,298  10,896,082 
Program Costs  37,627,894  58,832,670 
Execution costs  21,673,861  14,368,616 

TOTAL PROGRAM COSTS  59,301,755  73,201,285 

Payments	in	the	financial	year 	54,691,827	 	62,011,195	
Changes	in	the	project	commitments	to	partners,	
	reorganization	provision,	warranty	provision,	loans	
	provision	and	participating	interests	and	execution	costs

	4,609,928	 	11,190,090	

TOTAL  59,301,755  73,201,285

 

Expenditure on Disaster Management and Rehabilitation

IN 1,000 EUR 2015 2014 2013 

Expenditure	on	Disaster	Management	and	Rehabilitation	 11,712	 2,369	 7,605	

Income	from	own	fundraising	activities	 15	 200	 520

The expenditure on Disaster Management and Rehabilitation projects is presented as a separate main objective. In last year’s 
financial statements it was reported under the other main objectives they relate to. 

The total expenditure that can be classified as Disaster Management and Rehabilitation in 2015 is EUR 11,711,870. The Nepal 
earthquake and South Sudan emergency relief are among the disasters in 2015.

Expenditure Utilization Rate

ACTUAL 2015 BUDGET 2015 ACTUAL 2014

€ € €
Total	spent	on	objectives 	59,301,755	 	95,529,620	 	73,201,285	

Total	expenses 	65,306,909	 	99,553,285	 	79,704,999	

EXPENDITURE UTILIZATION RATE 91% 96% 92%

The expenditure utilization rate was determined by dividing the total amount spent on the objectives by the total 
expenditure.

Income Utilization Rate

ACTUAL 2015 BUDGET 2015 ACTUAL 2014

€ € €
Total	spent	on	objectives 	59,301,755	 	95,529,620	 	73,201,285	

Total	income 	70,383,948	 	99,553,285	 	80,374,963	

INCOME UTILIZATION RATE 84% 96% 91%

The income utilization rate was determined by dividing the total amount spent on the objectives by the total income. 

In both rates the costs for provisions on loans, participations and guarantees are included in the total amount spent on the 
objectives. Any repayments are included in the provision. 

13  FUNDRAISING

ACTUAL 2015 ACTUAL 2014

 € €
Fundraising	subsidies 	734,015	 	1,257,766	

Fundraising	third	party	campaigns 	928,519	 	1,071,430	

 1,662,534  2,329,196

The costs for fundraising include costs made to obtain subsidies and income from third party campaigns. In 2015 no expendi-
ture was made on fundraising activities in the private sector.
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7.7  EXPLANATION OF THE EXPENDITURE ALLOCATION

Specification and allocation of expenditure according to their appropriation:

List C
All amounts * EUR 1,000

SPENT ON THE OBJECTIVES

EDUCATION HEALTH HIV/
AIDS CT&D CLIMATE FED FOOD

Expenditures objectives  2,085  2,139  4,615  772  7,656  3,439 
Publicity	and	Communication C1 61	 61	 394	 92	 797	 267	

Personnel	costs	 C2 497	 680	 2,671	 506	 4,539	 2,232 

Direct	costs C3 198	 94	 504	 56	 883	 711	

Housing	costs	 C4 42	 49	 113	 69	 210	 179	

Office-	and	general	costs	 C5 142	 146	 388	 110	 1,936	 259	

Depreciations	and	interest C6 11	 14	 29	 5	 46	 19	

Execution Costs 951 1,045 4,099 838 8,411 3,667 
TOTAL EXPENSES 3,037 3,184 8,714 1,609 16,067 7,106 

SPENT ON THE OBJECTIVES

ICT WATER PME DM/HA ALLIANCE 
PARTNERS

TOTAL 
OBJECTIVES

Expenditures objectives 94-  454  451  5,406  10,705 37,628 
Publicity	and	Communication C1 9	 22 3 52	 	-			 1,759	

Personnel	costs	 C2 186	 177	 312	 1,133	 	-			 12,935	

Direct	costs C3 72	 33 22 144	 	-			 2,716	

Housing	costs	 C4 4	 53	 5	 85	 	-			 810	

Office-	and	general	costs	 C5 49	 3 120	 153	 	-			 3,307	

Depreciations	and	interest C6 0	 0	 2 23 	-			 147	

Execution Costs 320 288 464 1,590  -   21,674 
TOTAL EXPENSES 226 742 915 6,997 10,705 59,302

FUNDRAISING COSTS

THIRD PARTY 
CAMPAIGNS SUBSIDIES M&A TOTAL 2015 BUDGET 2015 TOTAL 2014

Expenditures objectives  -    37,628  84,230  58,832 
Publicity	and	Communication C1 83	 65	 118	 2,025	 634	 1,449	

Personnel	costs	 C2 628	 497	 3,201	 17,261	 11,133	 13,591	

Direct	costs C3 59	 46	 292	 3,113	 1,231	 3,016	

Housing	costs	 C4 21	 16	 176	 1,024	 1,219	 814	

Office-	and	general	costs	 C5 130	 103	 486	 4,027	 883	 1,763	

Depreciations	and	interest C6 7	 6	 69	 229	 223 240	

Execution Costs 929 734 4,343 27,679 15,323 20,873 
TOTAL EXPENSES 929 734 4,343 65,307 99,553 79,705

 
The allocation of expenditure between the amounts spent on the objectives, on fundraising and on management & adminis-
tration (M&A) is based on the actual expenditure on partner contracts as well as on time registration and FTEs. Regarding the 
Execution Costs a separate analysis was made per cost centre of the applicable percentages of costs that can be allocated to 
each theme, M&A and fundraising, based on time registration or on number of FTEs. The allocation method used for division 
of expenditure among the themes, M&A and fundraising is in accordance with the VFI guidelines.

The M&A costs as a percentage of total expenditure is 6,7%.

Costs made for externally financed donor projects 
A general observation for all C1-C6 categories is that the 2015 C1-C6 budget figures are for the regular overhead budget. 
The budget figures do not include the externally financed donor budgets for the 2015 part of those donor projects. In the 
C1-C6 categories the 2015 expenditure are made. The coverage of these donor project expenses on donor projects are part of 
the project income (under specification 12 Income in the annual report). 

C1  Publicity and Communication Costs

ACTUAL 2015 BUDGET 2015 ACTUAL 2014

€ € € € € €
Communication	costs 	2,019,161	 	633,693	 	1,438,023	

Documentation	costs 	5,870	 	-			 	11,196	

 2,025,031  633,693  1,449,219 

The communication costs are higher than budgeted especially in the Regional Offices Central Asia and Central and Eastern 
Africa because of the costs made for seminars and workshops in projects. 

For the other movements we refer to ‘Costs made for externally financed donor projects’. 

C2  Personnel Costs

ACTUAL 2015 BUDGET 2015 ACTUAL 2014

€ € € € € €
Salaries 	10,559,609	 	9,322,369	 	9,460,043	

Holiday	allowance	and	year-end	bonus 	992,383	 	1,044,956	 	1,089,362	

Social	security	charges 	1,222,096	 	1,441,523	 	1,221,489	

Pension	contributions	 	956,840	 	984,951	 	1,129,369	

STAFF COSTS  13,730,928  12,793,799  12,900,263 

Hiring	of	staff 	1,844,808	 	560,315	 	688,228	

Compensations	related	to	employment	conditions 	305,941	 	352,309	 	396,069	

Recruitment	and	selection 	31,779	 	54,586	 	80,997	

Education	and	training 	149,018	 	238,127	 	198,312	

Other	direct	staff	costs	 	361,052	 	245,186	 	722,746	

DIRECT STAFF COSTS  2,692,598  1,450,523  2,086,352 

Outplacement 	2,386,891	 	-			 	211,418	

Occupational	health	and	safety	service,	prevention	and	
safety

	19,311	 	-			 	37,163	

Other	indirect	staff	costs	 	143,366	 	145,100	 	134,227	

INDIRECT STAFF COSTS  2,549,568  145,100  382,808 

Total	staff	costs	 	18,973,094	 	14,389,422	 	15,369,424	

Less:	settlement	with	projects	and	partners 	1,010,892- 	2,943,196- 	952,338-

Less:	withdrawal	provision	reorganization 	242,023- 	-			 	257,314-

Less:	charged	on	to	third	parties 	458,695- 	313,390- 	569,004-

 17,261,484  11,132,836  13,590,767
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At the end of 2015 355 FTEs (2014: 343) were employed at ICCO of which 66 FTE in the Global Office in Utrecht (2014: 87), 
289 at the Regional Offices (2014: 256). In 2015, the average total staffing amounted to 347 FTEs (2014: 336).
 
In 2015, the average cost per FTE for salaries, social charges and pensions was an amount of EUR 39.570 (in 2014: EUR 38,450).

Hiring personnel
The costs for hiring temporary workers are significantly higher than budgeted. The difference is related to the charges of 
personnel of PKN to ICCO which were budgeted under staff costs. Also the costs related to replacement due to sickness/preg-
nancy leave were higher than budgeted.

Compensations related to employment conditions
This item contains compensation paid to employees as laid down in the employment conditions. This includes: commuting 
allowance, anniversary bonuses, relocation allowances, childcare, the company savings scheme and the fixed expense allow-
ance. Expenditure is in line with the budget. 

Recruitment and selection
This item was lower than budgeted and to 2014 because of the result of restructuring ICCO internal organization.

Outplacement
Costs of outplacement are presented in this table but partially charged to the provisions for reorganization, as stated in the line 
“withdrawal provision reorganization”. It relates mainly to three new additions for new reorganization provisions ad € 1,679 
million. Furthermore it relates also to expenditure made for the two former reorganization provisions ProCoDe and MFSII.

Settlements with projects, partners and third parties
This item includes the costs transferred to PKN, NPM, Terrafina, IDH and others. It also includes the execution costs made 
regarding donor projects (such as EU, DGIS funded) which are charged to these donors. The personnel expenses are 
accounted for in the respective budget line and subsequently transferred. 

For the other movements we refer to ‘Costs made for externally financed donor projects’. 

C3  Direct costs

EXCEL TAB EC1-C5 

ACTUAL 2015 BUDGET 2015 ACTUAL 2014

€ € € € € €
Travel	and	accomodation	expenses 	2,273,359	 	1,289,918	 	2,250,607	

External	advisors 	18,732	 	192,791	 	608,689	

Other	direct	costs 	914,566	 	59,194	 	518,163	

 3,206,657  1,541,903  3,377,458 
Passed	on	to	projects	and	partners 	94,053- 	311,247- 	361,509-

 3,112,604  1,230,656  3,015,949

Travel and accommodation expenses 
In 2015 a lot of travel expenditure is made in the Regional offices in regard to external financed projects. 

External advisors 
This item is lower than the budget 2015 and 2014 expenditure as an internal accounting procedure has been changed. The 
external advisors are now booked under C5 item ‘legal and organizational advice’. 

For the other movements we refer to ‘Costs made for externally financed donor projects’. 

C4  Housing costs

ACTUAL 2015 BUDGET 2015 ACTUAL 2014

€ € €
 1,023,550  1,219,392  814,390 

The actual housing expenses refer to the rented office spaces for the global office and those of the regional offices worldwide 
with new offices in Burundi and Colombia. 

C5  Office and general costs

ACTUAL 2015 BUDGET 2015 ACTUAL 2014

€ € € € € €
Office	costs 	979,729	 	581,946	 	402,602	

Costs	of	ICT	 	297,564	 	356,388	 	241,610	

Audit	and	consultancy	costs 	534,270	 	283,885	 	418,614	

Legal	and	organizational	advice 	1,852,225	 	144,797	 	403,120	

Supervisory	Board	and	Regional	Councils 	37,235	 	50,500	 	45,459	

Partnerships 	172,062	 	80,573	 	144,858	

Other	indirect	costs 	450,138	 	72,062	 	374,483	

 4,323,223  1,570,151  2,030,747 
Passed	on	to	projects	and	partners 	295,910- 	687,012- 	268,574-

 4,027,313  883,139  1,762,173

 
Office costs
This item accounts for the costs of general printed matter, telephone, postal charges and other costs charged to ICCO by the 
PKN Services Organization. The office costs are higher than budgeted due to not budgeted currency losses and higher general 
office costs in regional office South America in relation to externally funded donor project.

Audit and consultancy costs
The expenditure in 2015 is higher than to 2014 due to higher audit costs related to the 2014 audit and the ‘ICCO in control’ 
project by PricewaterhouseCoopers.

Specification of audit expenditure

BUDGET 2015 DELOITTE AUDITORS OTHER NETWORK TOTAL NETWORK

€ € €
Audit	of	the	financial	statements 169,000 0 169,000

Other	audit	engagements 0 0 0

Tax	advisory	services 0 17,143 17,143

Other	non-audit	services 0 80,800 80,800

169,000 97,943 266,943

REALISATION 2014 DELOITTE AUDITORS OTHER NETWORK TOTAL NETWORK

€ € €
Audit	of	the	financial	statements 226,130 0 226,130

Other	audit	engagements 28,435 17,909 46,344

Tax	advisory	services 0 10,961 10,961

Other	non-audit	services 0 46,341 46,341

254,565 75,211 329,776

The above 2014 mentioned numbers are based on actual invoiced amounts.
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Legal and organizational advice
The costs for legal and organizational advice were higher due to the change in accounting procedure (see as well under 
‘External advisors’). This amounts to an amount of circa EUR 600,000. Furthermore higher expenditure on the following 
projects: value proposition to better present our star projects to donors (EUR 141,000), consultants ICCO USA (EUR 
254,000), project evaluations executed by consultants (EUR 111,000) and consultants in relation to the startup of Business 
Incubation (EUR 89,000).

Other indirect costs
The item is higher than 2014 due to project expenditure by regional office West Africa made for externally financed donor 
project. 

For the other movements we refer to ‘Costs made for externally financed donor projects’. 

C6  Depreciation tangible fixed assets

ACTUAL 2015 BUDGET 2015 ACTUAL 2014

€ € € € € €
Inventory	and	installations 	22,729	 	17,598	 	27,733	

Hardware	and	software	-	general 	163,389	 	163,254	 	134,215	

Hardware	and	software	-	ERP	system 	20,860	 	20,897	 	45,684	

Company	cars 	22,057	 	21,684	 	32,200	

 229,035  223,433  239,832

 

7.8  COMPANIES

REGIONAL OFFICES STATUS COUNTRY 
OFFICES STATUS EXPLANATIONS

SOUTH EAST ASIA 
Denpasar,	Bali NGO	registration Under	articles	of	association	of	Stichting	ICCO

Myanmar expiry	date:	31-10-2018 Under	articles	of	association	of	Stichting	ICCO

SOUTH AND CENTRAL ASIA 
Kyrgystan NGO	registration Under	articles	of	association	of	Stichting	ICCO

Nepal NGO	registration Under	articles	of	association	of	Stichting	ICCO

India ICCo	(India),	a	local	Trust Stichting	ICCO	full	owner

India Innovative	Change	Collaborative	
Services	Private	Limited	(ICCSPL),	a	
Section	25	Company	(not	for	profit	
company)

India Fair	and	Sustainable	Support	
Foundation	(a	company	limited	by	
shares)

Bangladesh Under	articles	of	association	of	Stichting	ICCO

WEST AFRICA 
Mali NGO	registration Under	articles	of	association	of	Stichting	ICCO

CENTRAL, EASTERN AND SOUTHERN AFRICA
Uganda	 NGO	registration Under	articles	of	association	of	Stichting	ICCO

Ethiopia NGO-registration Under	articles	of	association	of	Stichting	ICCO

South	Sudan	 NGO-registration Under	articles	of	association	of	Stichting	ICCO

Rwanda NGO-registration Under	articles	of	association	of	Stichting	ICCO

DRC	(Congo) NGO-registration Under	articles	of	association	of	Stichting	ICCO

Burundi NGO-registration Under	articles	of	association	of	Stichting	ICCO

Pretoria,	South	Africa Registered		Non	Profit	
Company

under	the	control	of	Stichting	ICCO

Madagascar NGO-registration Under	articles	of	association	of	Stichting	ICCO

Malawi NGO-registration Under	articles	of	association	of	Stichting	ICCO

Zimbabwe Local	Trust Under	control	of	Stichting	ICCO

LATIN AMERICA 
Nicaragua	 NGO	registration Under	articles	of	association	of	Stichting	ICCO

Bolivia	 NGO	registration Under	articles	of	association	of	Stichting	ICCO

Peru NGO-registration Under	articles	of	association	of	Stichting	ICCO

Brazil NGO-registration Under	articles	of	association	of	Stichting	ICCO

Colombia NGO-registration Under	articles	of	association	of	Stichting	ICCO

Paraguay NGO-registration Under	articles	of	association	of	Stichting	ICCO

AUTORITY OF PALESTINE
Autority	of	Palestine NGO-registration	since	

17-12-2015
Under	articles	of	association	of	Stichting	ICCO
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8.4  COMPANIES
Reference is made to the list of companies on page 73.

8.5  SUBSEQUENT EVENTS
After ending the MFSII program ICCO has to scale down her 
organization. For the reorganization and transformation 
funds are available and have been provided. ICCO enters 
into other funding modalities. The amount of success is to 
be expected reasonable, but the EB foresees that eventually 
we have to scale down further if the fundraising process will 
not be successful as expected. Definite decisions on this will 
be taken in de second half of 2016. We expect that our 
reserves are sufficient to cover extra costs of reorganization 
if needed. 

 

7.9  REMUNERATION EXECUTIVE BOARD AND SUPERVISORY BOARD

In 2015, the organization was managed by an Executive Board consisting of two directors, a chairman and a member. The 
Supervisory Board considers the employment conditions of the Executive Board to be in accordance with the ICCO policy on 
remuneration of the Executive Board. Furthermore the remuneration meets the requirements of the Ministry of Foreign 
affairs for assignment of MFS II grants and comply with the Wet Normering Topbestuurders (WNT). 

NAME
POSITION

MARINUS VERWEIJ
CHAIR

WIM HART
MEMBER

EMPLOYMENT CONDITIONS
Nature Definite Definite

Number	of	hours 36 32

Part-time	percentage 100 89

Period 1/1-31/12 1/1-31/12

REMUNERATION 
Gross	wages 	132,163	 	116,086	

Taxable	reimbursements	 	4,537	 	4,213	

Pension	charges	(employer	part) 	12,353	 	10,985	

Other	compensations

Remuneration WNT  149,053  131,284 
Benefits	regarding	termination	of	contract 	-			 	-			

Total WNT  149,053  131,284 
Social	charges 	9,044	 	9,044	

TOTAL REMUNERATION 2015  158,097  140,328 
Total	remuneration	2014 	157,095	 	145,168

The total WNT remuneration of the chair of the Executive Board and the member of the Executive Board are within the 
 maximum income according to the DG-OS norm of respectively EUR 163,000 and EUR 145,070 (adjusted for part-time %).

The remunerations of the chair of the Supervisory Board and the chair of the audit committee amount to EUR 3,000, and that 
of the other members of the Supervisory Board is EUR 1,500. The functions, tasks and ancillary positions are reported in 
chapter 4 of this Report.

As per December 31st 2015 there are no loans, advances or guarantees provided to the members of the Executive and 
Supervisory Boards.

NAME REMUNERATION TAXABLE REIMBURSEMENTS POSITION PERIOD

J.F.	de	Leeuw 0 3,000 Chairman	Supervisory	Board	 1/1-31/12

G.	van	Dijk 0 3,000 Member	Supervisory	Board	and	Chairman	Audit	Commission 1/1-31/12

M.T.H.	de	Gaaij	Fortman 0 1,500 Member	Supervisory	Board 1/1-31/12

W.	Oosterom 0 1,500 Member	Supervisory	Board	and	Audit	Commission 1/1-31/12

R.	Powell	Mandjes 0 1,500 Member	Supervisory	Board 1/1-31/12

 
Utrecht, September 2016

Executive Board  Supervisory Board,
M. Verweij, chairman  J.F. de Leeuw, chairman
W.D. Hart G. van Dijk
 M.T.H. de Gaaij Fortman
 W. Oosterom
 R. Powell Mandjes 

08 OTHER INFORMATION
8.1  INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT
Reference is made to the auditor’s report as included 
hereinafter.

8.2  APPROPRIATION OF RESULT  
 ACCORDING TO ARTICLES OF  
 ASSOCIATION
According to article 21 of its Statute Foundation ICCO is not 
allowed to pay any result to its members.

8.3  APPROPRIATION OF NET RESULT
It is proposed to appropriate the 2015 result as follows:

TRANSFERRED TO/FROM:

Continuity	reserve 390,580

Appropriation	service 69,680

Appropriation	fund	projects -91,306

Approriation	fund	guarantees 1,062,320

Approriation	fund	loans	and	participations 3,576,943

Approriation	fund	MSF	interest 68,822

RESULT 5,077,039

This proposal has been included in the financial statements.
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT

To the Board of foundation ICCO
(Stichting Interkerkelijke Organisatie voor 
Ontwikkelingssamenwerking)

Report on the financial statements
We have audited the accompanying financial statements 
2015 of foundation ICCO, Utrecht, which comprise the 
balance sheet as per December 31, 2015, the statement of 
income and expenditure for the year then ended and the 
notes, comprising a sum¬mary of the accounting policies 
and other explanatory information.

Executive Board’s responsibility
The Executive Board is responsible for the preparation and 
fair presentation of these financial statements and for the 
preparation of the Executive Board’s report, both in 
 accordance with the Guideline for annual reporting 650 
“Fundraising organizations” of the Dutch Accounting 
Standards Board and the “Beleidsregels toepassing Wet 
normering bezoldiging topfunctionarissen publieke en 
semipublieke sector (WNT)”. The Executive Board is like-
wise responsible for preparing the financial statements in 
compliance with the WNT requirements regarding financial 
regularity as laid down in the WNT Audit Protocol of the 
“Beleidsregels toepassing Wet normering bezoldiging 
topfunctionarissen publieke en semipublieke sector (WNT)”.

Furthermore the Executive Board is responsible for such 
internal control as it determines is necessary to enable the 
preparation of the financial statements that are free from 
material misstatement and compliance with those WNT 
requirements regarding financial regularity that are free 
from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

Auditor’s responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these finan-
cial statements based on our audit. We conducted our 
audit in accordance with Dutch law, including the Dutch 
Standards on Auditing and the “Beleidsregels toepassing 
Wet normering bezoldiging topfunctionarissen publieke en 
semipublieke sector (WNT)”, including the audit protocol 
WNT. This requires that we comply with ethical require-
ments and plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable 
assurance about whether the financial statements are free 
from material misstatement.

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit 
evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the financial 

 APPENDICES

statements. The procedures selected depend on the 
 auditor’s judgment, including the assessment of the risks of 
material misstatement of the financial statements, whether 
due to fraud or error.

In making those risk assessments, the auditor considers 
internal control relevant to the entity’s preparation and fair 
presentation of the financial statements as well as for 
compliance with WNT requirements regarding financial 
regularity in order to design audit procedures that are 
appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of 
expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s 
internal control. An audit also includes evaluating the 
appropriateness of accounting policies used, the applied 
WNT requirements regarding financial regularity and the 
reasonableness of accounting estimates made by the 
Executive Board, as well as evaluating the overall 
presenta¬tion of the financial statements.

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is suffi-
cient and appropriate to provide a basis for our audit 
opinion.

Opinion with respect to the financial statements
In our opinion, the financial statements give a true and fair 
view of the financial position of foundation ICCO as per 
December 31, 2015 and of its result for the year then ended 
in accordance with Guideline for annual reporting 650 
“Fundraising organizations” and the “Beleidsregels toepas-
sing Wet normering bezoldiging topfunctionarissen 
publieke en semipublieke sector (WNT)”.

Moreover we are of the opinion that in all material aspects 
the 2015 financial statements comply with the WNT 
requirements regarding financial regularity, as laid down in 
the WNT Audit Protocol of the “Beleidsregels toepassing 
Wet normering bezoldiging topfunctionarissen publieke en 
semipublieke sector (WNT)”.

Amsterdam, October 19, 2016

Signed on the original: M.G.W. Quaedvlieg
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Our	thanks	go	to	the	donors	who	have	made	our	work	possible	in	2015
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III ACRONYMS

ACOFOP La Asociación de Comunidades Forestales de Petén
ACT Alliance Action by Churches Together Alliance
ANBI Algemeen nut beogende instellingen

CBF  Centraal Bureau Fondsenwerving
CCHR Cambodian Center for Human Rights
COBOCE CCooperativa Boliviana de Cemento
CSR Corporate Social Responsibility

DAC Development Assistance Committee (DAC) of the OECD
DDS  Dietary Diversity Score
DHRF Dutch Human Rights Fund for Central America 
DRA Dutch Relief Alliance

ECHO Humanitarian Aid and Cibvil Protection of the European 
Commission  

EKN Embassy of the Kingdom of the Netherlands
EU European Union
EUCORD European Cooperative for Rural Development

FDOV  Faciliteit Duurzaam Ondernemen en Voedselzekerheid 
FENU Forum for Education NGO's in Uganda

HAB Health Alliance Bangladesh
HFIAS  Household Food Insecurity Access Scale

IBFAN  Infant Baby Food Action Network
IICD  International Institute for Communication and Development
IDB Inter-American Development Bank
IDH Initiatief Duurzame Handel
ISO International Organization for Standardization

M4P Making Markets Work for the Poor 
 M&A Management & Administration
MAPF Mesoamerican Alliance of People and Forest
MAVC Micro-Finance, Agri-finance and Value Chains
MDGs Millennium Development Goals 
M&E Monitoring and Evaluation
MFI Micro Finance Institution
MFSII Dutch Government Development Cooperation Co-finance 

Scheme (2011 – 2015) 
MLENB Multilingual Education Network
MoFA  Ministry of Foreign Affairs

NGO Non-governmental Organization
NWO/WOTRO Netherlands Organization for Scientific Research

PME(L) Planning, Monitoring, Evaluation (and Learning)
PPP  Public Private Partnership
PROOFS  Profitable Opportunities for Food Security
PROSONUT Programa de Promoción Social Nutricional

RAPDA  Réseau Africain Pour le Droit à l'Alimentation
REDD+ Reduction Emissions from Deforestation and Forest 

Degradation in Developing Countries
RVO Rijskdienst voor Ondernemend Nederland

SHO Samenwerkende Hulporganisaties (Giro555)
SMEs Small and Medium Enterprises
SRHR Sexual and Reproductive Health Rights
STARS  Strengthening African Rural Smallholders
SUN-CSO Scaling Up Nutrition – Civil Society Organization

TVET  Vocational education and Training

VANI  Voluntary Action Network India

WASH Water, Sanitation and Hygiene
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